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INTRODUCTION 
The importance of maintaining good employee 
morale in a company has long been recognized. Strikes, 
excessive absenteeism, and a high rate of turnover are 
frequently symptoms of poor morale. By decreasing 
productivity, they eventually undermine the profit margin 
of the organization. 
Additional research into the nature of the 
morale concept is essential if it is management's desire 
to acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to success-
fully manipulate employee morale. Morale should not be 
thought of as a single variable, but rather as a combination 
of variables. It is only a truly meaningful concept when 
we are able to recognize and manipulate these individual 
variables. 
This thesis is an investigation into the 
relationship which exists between the variables of morale 
and a worker's. perception of the upward communication 
process in his company. A l-Torker 1 s perception of the 
up\'Tt:i,rd communication process refers to his feelings 
concerning whether or not a suggestion, request or 
grievance he desires to communicate to management will 
reach its intended destination. If a significant positive 
. 
relationship exists between worker perception of the 
upward communication process and morale it should then 
be possible to manipulate the level of employee morale by 
manipulating channels for upward communication. 
8. 
Included in the thesis is a proposed research 
project geared to the investigation o~ the relationship 
between a worker's perception of the upward communication 
process and his morale. In conjunction with this research 
project an experimental questionnaire was developed to 
measure worker perception o~ the upward communication 
process. The X Oo~any was considered to be fertile ground 
for the proposed res~arch study because it was felt that 
the combination of a multiple management system, an informal 
and reasonably permissive organizational atmosphe~e, and 
numerous channels for upward communication, would provide 
the researchers with a wealth of promising relationships 
to investigate. In addition to these factors, the size of 
the company and the existence of separate divisions within 
it led the researchers to feel 'that the opportunity·to 
study the desired types of groups 1rtas present.~" 
Unfortunately for this particUlar research, the 
X Company became involved in a competitive situation which 
forced it to cancel the proposed study. As a result of 
this cancellation the experimental que~tionnaire has not 
been pre-tested in an industrial situation. Very limited 
p~e-testing on it has been conducted with Evening Division 
students at th.e College of ,Business Administration, Boston 
University. 
~See pages 46-48, for more detailed description. 
9. 
A discussion of the que~tionnaire and proposed 
research study is included in the thesis because the author 
feels the idea behind them and the approach employed 
constitute significant contributions to future research 
in the area of industrial morale. 
The basic questions to be considered in this thesis 
are: (1) ~That are the component variables of employee morale 
~s shown by recent research studies? (2) How is a worker's 
perception of the upward communication process related to 
these morale variables? (3) Why would a significant 
positive relationship between a worker's perception of the 
upward communication process in his company and his level 
of morale be meaningful? (4) How can we measu~e a worker's 
perception of the upward communication process? and (5) How 
may these perceptions be altered? 
Chapter I deals with the findings of recent 
' 
research studies in industrial morale. A general analysis 
of the morale uoncept along with a discussion of the 
manipulability of individual morale variables is also 
dealt with. 
Chapter II discusses the relationship between a 
worker's perception of the upward communication process 
and his morale. An attempt is made at this point to 
establish a logical positive relationship between tnese 
two phenomena based upon recent research findings. 
10. 
In Chapter III the importance o~ a significant 
positive relationship between a worker's perception of the 
upward communication process in his company and his morale 
is dealt with. The hypothesis is formulated that it is in 
the manipulability of the upward communication process that 
the practical value of such a relationship exists. It is 
not enough merely to be aware of the variables involved in 
morale. Acti,on to improve the morale level is also necessary. 
Chapter IV deals with the measurement o~ worker 
perception o~ the upward communication process. I~ a 
worker's perception of the upward communication process is 
important in regard to his morale how can we ascertain the 
nature of this perception? Included in this ch~pter is an 
experimental questionnaire geared to such measurement. 
The questionnaire has not been validated as of the present 
time and admittedly requires additional work. Its value 
lies in the framework it provides for further research 
into worker perception of the upward communication process. 
Chapter V discusses media and methodology which 
can be employe.d to increase the opportunity for upward 
communication from the working force to management. With 
increased opportunity for upt-Iard communication a trorker' s 
pe~ception ot his ability to communicate with management 
will improve if, along with improved media, management 
employs the proper methodology. The media .for upw·ard 
11. 
communication; suggestion boxes, group meetings, grievance 
systems etc., must be presented to the working force in an 
atmosphere conducive to their use. 
Chapter VI deals with the high points of the 
material previously presented; summarizing, and drawing 
conclusions therefrpm. 
I wish to thank Professors Irving c. Whittemore, 
Lowell S. Trowbridge, and Barry I. Osbry of the Human 
Relations Department in Industry, College of Business 
Administration, Boston University, ~or the encouragement 
and professional advice given to me during the writing of 
the thesis. Their assistance is sincerely appreciated. 
CHAPTER I 
EMPLOYEE MORALE 
Definition 
CHAPTER I 
EMPLOYEE MORALE 
12. 
nWhat is morale? Is there any one thing, one 
property of an individual or group we can distinguish as 
re~erent fo~ this term? Is morale something we can 
attribute to individuals and groups indiscriminately? 
Is the term wort~ its salt in the first place, or is it 
one of those indefinite, broad abstractions that would be 
better assigned to a semantic wastebasket? 111 
The p~eceding raises some basic questions regarding 
the nature of morale. A consideration of moral~ per se, is 
much like a consideration of truth or justice in the respect 
that it is difficult to ascertain \'That is really involved. 
Morale is composed of a number of variables and is only a 
meaningful concept when we are able to recognize and 
manipulate these variables. 
In addition to its multidimensional nature, 
morale is a dynamic concept. Any attempt to rate the 
variables comprising morale according to their respective 
importance is extremely hazardous. ~Vhereas the immediate 
supervisor may be the dominant variable in the level of 
morale of one worker, the immediate work group may be of 
paramount importance in the case of another. In fact, it 
is highly possible that a single morale variable may be 
13. 
of varying importance at different times for the same 
individual. A worker's sources of over-all job satisfaction 
are, in short, far from static. 
Lastly, it is important to remember that morale 
is not an end in itself. We can attempt to improve worker 
morale, it is true, but we cannot do this by concent~ating 
directly on the phenomena of morale. , We hope to improve 
a worker's morale by satisfying specific needs which he 
may have. For example, Kretch and Crutchfield in outlining 
the nd~termine.rs of morale" include the satisfaction of the 
needs of tne individual such as gregariousness or partici~. 
pation, sel~-expression, recognition, and prestige or 
status seeking. 2 
It is by the creation o.f situations which tend 
to satisfy these needs that we increase a worker's level 
of morale. 11The satisfactions Which an individual experiences 
in a particular situation are not a function of the situation 
alone but a function of the situation in relation to the 
needs of tne individual. A general statement might be that 
the level of satisfaction is a function of level of need 
and amount of supplies available to meet that need. n3 
Morale Variables 
Just what are the important variables in employee 
morale? Katz and Kahn, using attitudes as measured by 
questionnaire items propose that morale consists of at 
14. 
least four diffe~ent variables ~- namely, satisfaction 
with company, and satisfaction with mobility. 4 
Oakley J. Gordon used an attitud~ type questionnaire 
in an attempt to measure the need-satisfactions of a 
sample of civilian workers at a large military installation. 
The seven f~miliar needs measured were: (1) Recognition of 
the individual, (2) Structure of Expectations -- this 
involves questions to det.ermine how much meaning there is 
to what the person is asked to do on the job, how well 
understood are the goals and purposes of the worker, how 
much is known about the present progress toward the goals 
and sub-goals, (3) Belong~ng -- the need to feel a part 
of the group, (4) Status, Self-opinion, Prestige, (5) Self-
Expression, (6) Opinion about group leader, (7) Comfort --
with the Physical Environmente 
The results were so interrelatea that only three 
factors were required to account for most of the group 
differences in the original seven need categories. The 
three factors -- broader, more basic categori.es, '\vere 
tentatively identified as: (1) Over-all satisfaction with 
need fulfillment, (2) Need for Social Recognition o~ Status, 
and (3) Need for Self-r.espect.5 
Following a survey of literature on morale, a 
series of observations and scouting interviews in a large 
Canadian military-civilian depot, pre-testing, and 
15. 
employing Guttman's criteria o~ scalability, Mahoney 
postulated tnat the multi-dimenslonal concept morale 
subsumes at least the following nine dimensions:-fl) 
Feelings of status in the work situation, (2) Feelings o~ 
status outside the work situation, (3) Attitude toward 
Leadership -- Immediate Level, (4) Attitude toward Leader-
ship -- Depa~tmental level, (5) Attitude toward leadership 
Top level, (6) Outlook ~or the Future, (7) Feelings o~ 
Belongingness, (8) Feelings of Extent of Sacri~ice in the 
Work Situation1 and (9) Evaluation o~ Past Successes and 
Failures. 6 
Medalia and Miller report in a controlled study 
with small military units that in order to measure morale 
recourse was made to the method of Guttman Sca~ing. Five 
morale areas were distinguished, of wh. ch four proved 
scalable. These a~eas were: (1) Satisfaction with Air 
Force, (~) Satis~action with Air Site, (3) Job Satisfaction, 
and (4) Personal Commitment to Group Goals.? 
Learner reports that a morale questionnaire 
filled out by one hundred and twenty-seven Naval Aviators 
was ~actor analyzed. Five factors were identified: 
(1) Work Load Distribution; (2) ·rnteraction among group 
members; (3) Status values derived from profession; (4) 
Satisfaction derived from job; and (5) Personal Adjustment 
to the environment. 8 
16. 
The SRA Employee Inventory of the Industrial 
Relations C,enter, University of' Chicago, enjoys probably 
the widest usage of' any morale measure. The questions on 
tbis survey are broken down into fourteen categories of' 
morale: (1) Job Demands, (2) Working Conditions, (3) Pay, 
(4) Employee Benefits, (5) Friendliness, Cooperation of 
Employees, (6) Supervisory-Employee Relations, (7) Confidence 
in Management, (8) Technical Competence of Supervision, 
(9) Effectiveness of Administration, (10) Adequacy of 
Communication, (11) Status and Recognition, (12) Security 
of' Job and Work Relations, (13) Identification with the 
Company, (14) Chances for Gro"v'rth and Advancement. 
z. S. Dabas in discussing an item factorization 
of the SRA Inventory which he conducted, reports the 
extraction o:f five sub-general factors·. These factors 
were: (ll Over-all Opinion of Working Condi~ions, (2) 
General Satisfaction with Financial Reward for Effort, 
(3) Over-all Confidence in Management, (4) Over-all opinion 
about immediate supervisor, (5) Over-all Satisfaction with 
Self-Development.9 
TABLE NO. 1 
SUMMARY OW THE RESEARCH STUDIES -- MORALE VARIABLES 
KATZ AND KAHN 
1. Satisfaction 1rrith Supervision 
2. Satisfaction with Job 
3. Satisfaction with Company 
4. Satisfaction with Mobility 
MAHONEY 
OAKLEY J. GORDON (before factor analysis) 
1. Recognition of the Individual 
2. Structure of Expectations 
3. Belonging -- Need to Feel 
a Part of the Group 
4. Self-Expression 
5. Opinion about Group Leader 
6. Status, £elf-Opinion, 
Prestige 
7. Comfort --With the 
Physical Environment (after factor analysis) 
1. Over-all Satisfaction with 
Need Fulfillment 
2. Need for Social Recognition 
of Status 
3. Need for Self-Respect 
MEDALIA AND MILLER 
1. Feeiings of Status in 1. Satisfaction with the 
the 'Vlork Situation Air Force 
2. _'Feelings of Status 2. Satisfaction with Air Site 
Outside the Work Situation 3. Job Satisfaction 
3. Attitude toward Leadership-- 4. Personal Commitment to 
Immediate Level Group Goals 
4. Attitude toward Leadership--
Departmental Level 
5. Attitude toward Leadership--
Top Level 
6. outlook for the Future 
7. Feelings of Belongingness 
8. Feelings of Extent of 
Sacrifice in the Work Situation 
9. Evaluation of Pa$t Successes 
and Failures 
1. Work Load Distribution 
2. Interaction among Group 
Members 
3. Status Values Derived from 
Profession 
4. Satisfaction Derived from 
Job 
5. Personal Adjustment to 
the Environment 
SRA El!l?LOYEE INVENTORY 
1. Job Demands 
2. Working Conditions 
3. Pay 
4. Employee Benefits 
5. Friendliness, Cooperation 
of Employees 
6. Supervisory-Employee . 
Relations 
7. Confidence in Management 
8. Technical Competence of 
Supervision 
9. Effectiveness of 
Administration 
10. Adequacy of Communication 
11. Status and Recognition 
12. Security of Job and Work 
Relations 
13. Identification with the 
Company 
14. Chances for Gro't'lth and 
AdvanQement 
(item factorization by z.s. 
Dabas -~ sub-general factors) 
1. Over-all Opinion of Working 
Conditions ~- adequacy of 
ivorking conditions, effect of 
working conditions on work 
efficiency, adequacy of' 
equipment, reasonable hours of 
work, absence of physical and 
mental pressure. 
2. General Satisfaction with 
Financial Reward for Effort 
3. Over-all Confidence in 
Management -- Characterized by 
the kinds of statements which 
express competence, interest 
and fairness of management. 
4. Over-all opinion about Immediate 
Supervisor 
5. Over-all satisfaction with 
Self-Development -- employees 
feelings of belongingness, of 
participation, of pride in the 
company, of doing something 
worthwhile, of growth on the job. 
18. 
Summary of Findings 
From an analysis of these studies plus a 
cGnsideration of two additional w~iti~gs,lO, 11 the 
following eight variables appear to be basic to the concept 
of Morale: 
1. Recognition of the Individ~al -- how well he 
thinks he is being recognized as an individual; 
ho'\'r much attention is being paid to his existence 
and his performance. 
2. The Need to Feel a Part of the Immediate Work 
Group; to be identified therewith. 
3. Satisfaction vrith Technical Competence of the 
Immediate Supervisor and the Interpersonal 
Relationship with exists between Supervisor and 
Employee. 
4. Satisfaction with Job -- Opportunity for Self-
Exp~ession through the job he performs; chance 
to demonstrate abilities, to excel, to do things 
he likes to do; the job has real meaning to the 
worker per se and also in its relationship to the 
total plant production process. 
s.. Satisfaction With the Physical Environment; '\'forking 
Conditions -- Adequacy of Working Conditions, 
effect of working conditions on work efficiency, 
adequacy of equipment, reasonable hours of work, 
absence of physical and mental pressure. 
19. 
6. Satisfaction With the Reward Systems of the Company: 
Money return from job, employee benefits, opportunity 
for advancement, increasing status and prestige, 
recognition by others of this status and prestige, 
knowledge of current job status; how well he is 
doing on the job. 
7. Identification With the Large Organization--
Satisfactions offered the individual because of 
his involvement in the total organizational 
structure; reactions to major company policies, 
personnel practices, status in the community, its 
product etc. 
8. A feeling of Security in the Job; Job Stability. 
The existence of a common core of morale variables 
as indicated by the foregoing analysis is all the more 
impressive when the environmental backgrounds of the groups 
studied are given due consideration. The studies represent 
investigations of a factory setting, civilian workers at a 
large military installation, small military units in the 
Air Force, and naval aviators. 
These eight variables will be treated in greater 
, 
detail in the following chapter as they are considered fr~m 
the aspect of a·worker's perception of the upward communication 
process. A discussion of their relative manipulability will 
be undertaken in Chapter III. 
20. 
Be~ore concluding this chapter, a discussion of 
the b~oad significance of morale seems appropriate. There 
have beeh a number of studies which have attempted to 
measure conclusively the relationship between level o~ 
morale and level of productivity, between level of morale 
and turnover rate, absenteeisms, number o·f' strikes, etc. 
Relationship Between Morale and Productivity 
Of' particular interest to industry is the 
relationship between morale and productivity. This 
relationshi~ is difficult to measure. A summary of the 
findings of the Survey Resea~ch Center o~· the University 
of' Michigan states: 11We find that the twin criteria of 
productivity and morale have many determinants in common. 
• • • yet the coexist?nce of high morale and low productivity, 
is sufficiently common so that no consistent relationship 
between productivity and morale has appeared in any of these 
research studies. One explanation of this discrepancy has 
already been suggested, namely, that the supe~visor can 
increase productivity in two fairly independent "trrays; either 
through his engineering skill or through his ability to 
motivate his men. Another major explanation is that 
productivity can be increased in some instances by company 
·~ractices involving negative sanctions which affect morale 
adverselyo ttl2 
While it is true that good morale in and of itself 
does not assure high productivity, this fact is not 
particula~ly significant. The really important question 
regarding the morale-productivity relationship is whether 
or not high productivity can be maintained very long in a 
company which doesn't have good worker morale. The use of 
monetary incentives to increase productivity is a good case 
in point. Such incentives, although frequently adequate 
to maintain a high level of productivity over short periods 
of time, tend to diminish in their effectiveness in the 
long run. This is equally true in the case of company 
practices involving negative sanctions as mentioned above. 
It is highly improbable that long-term high productivity · 
can be maintained in an atmosphere permeated by worker 
dissatisfaction and unrest. In such an atmosphere about 
all management can ho~e for ia spasmodic spurts of productivity 
as makeshift incentives are instituted. 
Relationship Between Morale, Turnover Rate, Absenteeism, and 
Number Of Strikes 
The relationship between level of morale and 
turnover rate, absenteeism, and number of strikes, appears 
to be somewhat 'more clear cut than the morale-prod~ctivity 
relationship. 
The Hitt Study, an attempt to measure the 
relationship between various morale factors and objective 
22. 
performance indices, ~eported that turnover was lowest in 
regions expressing high pride in company and a favorable 
attitude toward job setting. It was highest in those 
• t 
regions where employees expr&~sed the most favorable 
attitude toward financial return ~or labor. 
Absences were also lowest in regions expressing 
high pride in company and a favorable attitude toward job 
setting, but were highest in those regions which expressed 
the most favorable attitude toward financial return for 
labor.13 Other studies appear to substantiate these 
findings. 14 
Worker dissatisfaction is an important variable 
in the frequency of industrial strikes. Satisfied workers 
are less prone to strike than are dissatisfied and resentful 
workers. Strong labor leadership may force workers into 
strike situations which they actually oppose, but such 
strikes rarely receive as much employee support or involve 
t~e extensive labor demands of strikes occuring amid marked 
worker dissatisfaction and unrest. 
CRAFTER II 
RELATIONSHIP OF A WORKER'S PERCEPTION OF THE 
UPWARD. COMMUNICATION PROCESS TO HIS MORALE 
CHAPTER II 
RELATIONSHIP OF A WORKER'S PERCEPTION OF THE 
UPWARD CO~miDNICATION PROCESS TO HIS MORALE 
The first ten factors of importance to l2,000 
Sears Roebuck personnel in a study made by Houe~r Surveys 
were: (l) Credit for good suggestions.;' (2) A fair hearing 
on grievances; (3) Encouragement to offer suggestions; 
(4) Friendly and helpful criticism; (5) Promotion of 
employees best qualified; (6) A satisfactory future; (7) 
Recognition of good work; (8) Pay increases when deserved; 
(9) Knowledge of standing with store executives; (lO)' 
Immediate supervisor's knowledge of whether work is good 
or not.l5 
A consideration of the three factors listed as 
being most important to this large group of Sears Roebuck 
employees should suggest to us the importance of worker 
perception of the upward communication process. Each one 
of these factors relates directly to such perception. 
Worker Perception Of The Upward Communication Process Defined 
A worker's perception of the upward communication 
process refers to his feelings concerning whether or not 
information he is desirous of communicating to management 
vTill get there or not. The fact that his company professes 
to operate on an nopen door" policy does not mean that the 
worker feels he can communicate freely with management. 
The communication cha11nel may in reality exist, but due to 
24. 
inadequate handling of it by the company management, the 
worker perceives it as non-existent. In our consideration 
of a worker's perception of the opportunities for upward 
communication therefore, 11e are not concerned 1'Ti th the 
existence of communic~tion channels per se 9 but rather 
with the worker's feelings in regard to their operation. 
In this chapter we are interested in examining 
the relationship between a worker's perception of' the 
upward communication process and his morale. In our foregoing 
analysis of recent morale studies, it was discovered that 
a common core of variables was evident throughout. These 
variables were identified as:* 
1. Recognition of the individual. 
2. The need to f.eel a part of the immediate work 
group; to be identified therewith. 
3. Satist~ction with the technical competence of the 
immediate supervisor and the interpersonal 
re~ationship which exists between supervisor and 
employee. 
4. Satisfaction with job. 
5. Satisfaction with the physical environment -
WO:r'king conditions. 
6~ Satisfaction with the reward systems of the company. 
7. Identification with the large organization. 
8. A feeling of security i~ the job; job stability. 
-ltSee more detailed description -- pages 18-19 o 
25. 
Relationship of Individual Morale Variables To This Perception 
The importance of worker perception of the upward 
communication process in regard to each o~ these morale 
variables is discussed in this chapter. It is imperative 
that the reader bear in mind the concept of individual 
differences when reading this material. The importance of 
the relationship between worker perception of the upward 
communication process and each of these morale variables 
differs from individual to individual, as well as for the 
same individual over a period of time~ 
Recognition of The Individual: How well he feels he is 
being recognized as an individual; how much attention is 
being paid to his existence and his per~ormance. 
Each individual desires some degree of recognition 
in the work situation just as he does in other situations 
of which he is a part. A worker's perception of the upward 
communication process in his company is of considerable 
importance in regard to his feelings of recognition. 
Planty and Machaver of Johnson and Johnson describe the 
importance of worker perception,of the upward communication 
process as it relates to need satisfaction in the following 
manner: 11Upward communication helps satisfy basic human 
needs. All subordinates look upon themselves as having 
inherent worth at least as great as the personal worth of 
their superiors. This is true even if they feel their own 
26. 
" 
inferiority in managerial ability or in some other skil~. 
They still think, just as you and I do, that because they 
are individual human beings- they have certain values and 
rights. This sense of personal 1-1orth ~s always injured 
when people do not get a chance to express their ideas --
when they are merely told, without oppp~tunity to comment 
or reply. This principle applies even if the telling is 
very well done. We respect our employees' dignity only 
when we allow, or better still invite them to express their 
reactions to what is told -- preferably before action is 
taken. n~6 
Certainly, there is a great deal of truth in 
this statement. Even if a worker has no particular desire 
to communicate with the management of his.company at the 
moment, he wants to feel that the opportunities for such 
communication are there if he wishes to use them. The 
extent to which a worker feels he is receiving individual 
recognition from the company management, his immediate 
supe~visor, or his immediate work group, depends greatly 
upon the degree of self-expression he is allorred in relation 
to each. 
The Need To Feel A Part of The Immediate Work Group -- TO 
Be Identified Therewith. 
In regard to this morale variable, a worker's 
p~rception of the upward communication process is probably 
less important than in regard to any of the other variables 
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under consideration. Perception of the opportunities for 
cummunicating upward can affect this immediate work group 
relationship only indirectly. For example, if the relation-
ship between the members of one 1s immediate work group and 
-
the foreman is quite close, a workerts perception of his 
opportunities for commU11icating with the foreman might well 
affect his relationship with the work group. If worker X 
perceives the foreman as unapproachab~e, this perception 
will color his relationship with the foreman. The fact 
that the foreman is well accepted by the other members of 
his work group, and the realization by these members that 
worker X doesn't get along with him, may influence their 
relationship to worker X. Generally, hol'rever, a worker • s 
-perception of the opportunities for_upward communication 
will hqve little influence upon his relationsnip with the 
immediate work group. 
Satisfaction With The Technical Competence of The Immediate 
SUpervisor and The Interpersonal Relationship 1f.Uich Exists 
Between Supervisor and Employee 
A worker's perception of his ability to communicate 
freely with his immediate supervisor is of key importance 
in determining his level of morale. Why is this so? The 
management of ~he company, its policies, methods, attitudes 
tm'lard himself, etc., are largely synonomous 1vi th those of 
the foreman as far as the great majority of 'tvorkers are 
concerned. The foreman is the "representative of managementtt 
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with whom they most frequently come into contact. It is 
he Who exercises immediate authority over the workers, he 
whose feelings, attitudes, etc. are so important in 
influencing the kind of work atmosphere in which the 
worker will find himself. In turn, it is this atmosphere 
w~ich determines the extent to which an employee feels 
he can present his grievances, suggestions, requests,etc. 
not only to the immediate supervisor, but to other 
management people as well. 
If the worker feels unable to communicate freely 
with his immediate supervisor many of his need satisfactions 
go unfulfilled. He feels little recognition as an individual; 
his satisfaction with his job, working conditions, company 
reward systems, identification with the large organization, 
and sense of job security all suffer. Bearing these facts 
in mind, is it little wonder that a worker 1 s perception of 
his ability to communicate ~reely with his immediate 
supervisor is' so important? 
Satisfaction With The Job: Opportunity for self-exp~ession 
through the job he performs; chance to demonstrate abil~ties, 
·to excel, to do-things he likes.to do, the job has real 
meaning to the worker ~er se and a+ao in its relationship 
to the total plant production process. 
Worker perception of the upward communication 
process is indirectly related to this aspect of worker 
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morale. Such perception has nothing to do with the actual 
work process in and of itself, but rather with the satis-
factions which can be gained as a result of it. For 
example, a worker who be.comes thoroughly familiar with a 
particula~ machine operation feels that he could improve 
upon its over-all efficiency. Because of the permissive 
atmosphere which exists in his immediate work situation, 
he feels free to communicate his ideas concerning possible 
machine modifications, to his immediate supervisor. His 
suggestions are followed through on by the company management. 
In this ease, his feeling of freedom in communicating his 
idea to the immediate supervisor resulted in increased 
pride in the operation he was performing. After all, it 
't'las part;ty 11his operation. 11 A worker might also make 
sizeable contributions to the safety of his machine 
operation, thereby increasing his job satisfaction. Two 
factors are a prerequisite to this type of increased job 
satisfaction, namely, a good safety idea, and a feeling 
that the company would be interested in hearing about it. 
If the worker feels the suggestion would never be communi-
cated to the appropriate management personnel, but rather 
that the foreman would discard it as a nsilly idea, 11 such 
feelings will undoubtedly affect the amount of satisfaction 
he receives from his immediate job situation. 
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Grievances which exist in connection with the 
immediate job operation, but which the worker does not 
fee~ tree to communicate to management, are another case 
in point. Such a situation can scarcely help but lessen 
the degree o~ satisfaction he derives ~rom his job 
operation. Workers seldom fail to report job de~iciences 
o~ a mechanical nature, because management is usually 
prompt in fixing this type of breakdown. How can a worker 
be expected to do his job with a broken machine? But 
dissatisfactions associated with archaic piece rates, · 
inadequate job instruction, etc., are a lot less commonly 
heard. A worker who perceives as impossible the communication 
of such information to management, will say nothing, at least 
to those who could remedy the situation, and become 
increasingly disturbed and upset with the job operation 
he is performing. 
Satisfaction With The Physical Environment; Working Conditions 
This component of over-all job satis~action is 
intimately related to a worker's satisfaction with his 
job, which we just discussed. As with job satisfaction~ 
a worker 1 s satisfaction with the physical environment is 
indirectly related to his perception of the opportunity for 
communicating with management. This does not, however, 
minimize the importance of the existing relationship. I~ 
a worker is dissatisfied with the lighting in his immediate 
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work area at the present time, he is dissatisfied. Never-
theless·, there is a difference between present dissatisfaction 
with no possibility of' bringing the sour.ce of the dissat-
isfaction to the attention of management and a state of 
dissatisfaction which can be communicated to management 
for appropriate action. This is what we mean by the 
existence of an indirect relationship between worker 
perception of the upward communication process and 
satisf~ction with the physical environment. A worker 
who feels free to discuss his dissatisfaction with the 
conditions under which he works, who feels that management 
is interested in his problems, and will be ~air in its 
consideration of them, will eertainly feel a greater sense 
of pride and over-all satisfaction in his work. A worker 
I 
will not continue to fe.el the opportunity exists to 
communicate with management if his communications are 
never acknowledged. It is an important point to remember 
that l'TOrker percept1.on of' open channels for upward 
communication is dependent to a large degree upon fair 
management action on the proposals so communicated. If 
channels for upward communication actually exist in the 
company, but the workers are continually kept in the dark 
regarding what happens to their ideas, grievances, etc., 
they will cease to use these communication channels. In 
short, they will perceive the communication channels as 
closed. 
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Satisfaction With The Reward Systems of The Companll Money 
return from the job, employee benefits, opportunity for 
advancement, increasing status and prestige, recognition 
by others of this status and prestige, knowledge of current 
job status; how well he is doing on the job. 
A worker's perception of the opportunity to 
cqmmunicate with his foreman, the personnel department, 
department heads, etc., in regard to h~s current standing 
in the company, his chances for promotion, both prest~ge­
wise and income wise., and the job areas in which he could 
most profitably concentrate his efforts in the future, is 
extremely importanto 
It is only natural for an individual worker to 
wonder just where he fits ~nto the over-all organizational 
scheme ot things. Wo~thy sta-tes, nour :research indicates 
~hat two trends in particular are making effective integration 
difficult and contributing to the progressive deterioration 
. 
of management-employee relations. One is the trend toward 
increasing size of the administrative unit,· the other, the 
trend toward the increasing complexity of organizational 
structUX"e.nl7 
Out of this maze of complexity, the worker needs 
to bring some semblance of order to his world. In order 
to do this, he_·,needs to knoi'T where he currently fits into 
the organization, where he can go from here. The only 
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place he can acquire this information is from these people 
in the management of his company who will ultimately make 
the decisions concerning his career progress. He must feel 
free to communicate with these people, in one manner or 
another, in regard to these matters. If the worker feels 
that such communication is impossible, he will lapse into 
a state of purposeless and depressed behavior. His work 
will tend to suffer because he has no idea of "where he 
is going." l:'u:t>e monetary incentive which is certainly a.n 
important part of a worker's satisfaction with the reward 
systems of the comp~ny, nevertheless, is not the sole 
determinent of this satisfaction. The pay check has been 
minimized to too great an extent as a result of misinterpreted 
research studies. It is an undeniably important part of a 
worker's over-all satisfaction. But, quite important too 
is the oppo:t>tunity for advancement in a job, the prestige 
and recognition of this prestige in a job, and knowledge 
of current job status. A thorough understanding of these 
matters can be obtained only through a two "'Tay communication 
process. The existence of t'\'To way communication depends 
in turn, upon: a \'TO.rker 2 s feeling that he can talk. to those 
possessing the desired info~mation freely. The foreman is 
a key figure in the creation of the 11per.missive atmosphere" 
which is part and parcel of this feeling. 
Identification With The Large Organization: Satisfactions 
offered the individual because of his involvement in the 
tota~ organizational structure; reactions to major company 
policies, personnel practices, status in the community, its 
products, etco 
11Unlike the organizational .structure of the church, 
the school, the local, and even the national government, 
industry in its organization is essentially authoritarian. 
This makes it even more necessary in industry than in say, 
education or government, that every opportunity be given 
subordinates to express their views freely and to make 
their influence felt. Many think that business cannot 
continue t¢ exist as we know it today unless more and more 
ways are f0und to bring the essentials of democracy into 
the workplace. Fortunately, the principles of democracy 
do not require that such business functions as financing, 
expansion ~r curtailment of producti?n, and hiring be 
decided upon by vote of the majority. However, the fact 
th~t by nature we must be authoritarian in some matters 
makes it imperative that we be more democratic in those 
business matters where employee participation is appropriate.ul8 
When a.worker on the line is given the opportunity 
to express his ideas, grievances, requests, etc., to 
management, and actually perceives the opportunity for such 
communication, he is being made to feel that he is an 
integral part of the over-all organization. Such perception 
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of his role in the workings of the company increases his 
interest and sense of pride in the job he is doing. 
A Feeling Of Security In The Job -- Job Stability 
In a study conducted by the National Industrial 
Conference Board in six companies the smallest of which 
employed 190 nonsupervisory employees and the largest 
2,300 nQnsu~ervisory employees, the following factors 
were selected by the vTorkers as the foremost ones affecting 
their attitude toward work and company: (1') Job Security, 
(2) Compensation, (3) Type of Work, (4) Opportunities in 
the company for advancement, (5) Profit Sharing Plans. 
Each one of these employees selected five morale factors 
. 
from a list of seventy-one, as being most important to 
them. O~y the first factor in importance as selected by 
each ~orker was used in compiling the preceding ranking. 
' 
vThen the total five most important factors selected by 
each "V-vorker 1'Tere "i'Tere considered for .both clerical and 
nonclepical employees together, the following results 
were obtained: (1) Job Security -- employment stabilization, 
(2) Opportunities in the Company for Advancement, (3) 
Compensation (bas~ pay), (4) Employee financial benefits: 
group life insurance, etc., {5) Practice of informing you 
of your job status (both successes and failures). 19 
If we are to believe the results of this study, 
then we cannot but be impressed with the importance of job 
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security in relation to over-all job satis~action. And, 
as has been previously mentioned, a significant factor in 
a worker's feeling of security in his job and in his 
company is the degree of recognition he receives as an 
individual; i.e., how much attention is being paid to his 
existence and his ~erformance. 
A worker 1·rill not attempt to convey !3uggestions, 
requests, or grievances to management if he perceives the 
opportunities for doing so as being practically nonexistent. 
If the worker is to increase his feelings of self-esteem 
and self-recognition, which in turn are an integral part 
ot his feeling of security. in his job, he must feel he has 
the opportunity to ~xpress himself freely to management. 
( 
The employee \'Tho perceives the existence of such opportunities 
to communicate to management, also feels that the management 
of his company is sincerely interested in him and his role 
in the over-all organization. 
CHAPTER' III 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
A WORICIDR'S PERCEPTION OF THE UFWARa 
COMMUNICATION PROCESS A}ID HIS MORALE 
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CHAPTER III 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A 
WORKER'S PERCEPTION OF THE UPWABD 
COMMUNICATION PROCESS AND HIS MORALE 
The Author's Hypothesis 
The previous chapter was concerned with the 
relationship between a worker's perception o~ the upward 
communication process and his morale. Our analysis strongly 
suggested that this perception was related to a wide range 
of morale variables. It is the hypothesis of the author 
that there is a significant positive correlation between 
worker perception o~ the upward communication process and 
morale. The rationale for this hypothesis appears to be 
sound. Although this relationship has not been adequately 
. 
measured in an industrial situation, it is the hope of the 
author that such will be the case, and that the experimental 
questionnaire included in the thesis will be employed as a 
measurement device. 
Significance of This Hypothesis 
If the hypothesis of a significant positive 
relationship between a worker's perception of the upward 
communication process and his morale proves to be a valid 
one, as seems likely, management can utili~e its knowledge 
. 
o~ this relationship to manipulate morale. The manipulation 
of a worker's perception of the upward communication process 
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should provide management with an unusually comprehensive 
and meaningful approach to morale manipulation. This is 
true because such perception appears to be significantly 
related to a wide range of morale variables thereby affecting 
the morale of all the workers regardless of which particular 
variables determine their morale. 
In contrast to this would be a factor 't'Thich is 
significantly related to only a narro'\'T range of morale 
variables; for example, satisfaction with the reward 
. 
system of the company, identification with the large 
organization, and recognition as an individual. These 
three variables might be of little significance to the • 
majority of workers in a company. Instead, the morale of 
these workers is determined by other variables such as job 
stability, etc. Even if a '\'Torker 1 s morale is related to 
only three variables at the present time, six months from 
now his morale may be entirely unrelated to these var.iables. 
This is why manipulating factors related to a narrow range 
of morale variables are usually short range measures 
eliciting only short-range results. A program of morale 
manipulation operated on suah a basis is extremely expensive 
due to this short-range effectiveness. 
Management Manipulation of Worker Perception of Upward 
Communication 
Management manipulation of a worker's perception 
of the upward communication process can be accomplished 
by clearing already existing upward communication channels, 
and/or adding new upward communication channels in a 
company atmosphere conducive to such communication. 
Any number of' b~;~.rriers to. good upward communication 
may be in e~idence in a company. ~anty and Machaver 
consider these barriers under three sep&rate headings: 
(1) barriers involving the business organization, (2) 
barriers involving superiors, and (3) barriers involving 
subordinates. 
Listed under barriers involving the business 
organization are: (1) the physical distance between superior 
and subordinate, (2) th~ complexity of' the organization, 
and (3) the dilution or distortion of information as it 
moves through many levers. 
Barriers involving superiors include: (1) attitude 
and behavior in listening, (2) the feeling that 11no news 
is good news, " ( 3) resi-stance to critic ism, ( 4) resistance 
to involvement in personal problems of employees, (5) 'failure 
to act on undesirable conditions previously brought to their 
attention, and (6) the conviction that listening is too 
time consuming. 
Barriers involving subordinates include: (l) a 
lack of freedom to intrude on the boss' time, (2) insufficient 
facilities or rew·ards offered for communication upward, (3) 
inadequate time to prepare communications going up the 
line, (4) the lack of' authority and prestige of those 
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communicating up the line; also the semantic barrier, (5) 
emotion and prejudice, and (6) the tendency to withh0Id 
or temper bad news.2° 
These barriers to successful communication 
from employees to management may or may not be present 
in a particular organization. In sene types of upward 
communication channels few if any barriers ever exist. 
An example of one such communication channel \'Tould be the 
suggestion sy.stem which is largely mechanical in nature. 
The worker submits his suggestion on a suggestion form, 
he drops the form into a box, the suggestion committee 
examines it, and it his suggestion is accepted the worker 
, receives a percentage of the next savings from the first 
year. 
Existing channels for upward communication should 
be periodically examined in order to ascertain their 
effectiveness. If barriers to upt-rard communication are 
detected, it is then management's responsibility to over-
come these obstacles as soon as possible. In addition to 
the clearing o::r old channels for up1'l'ard communication, 
management may ,also decide to establish new ones. 
Good upward communication rarely exists in an 
atmosphere of labor-management stri:f'e. In order to have 
a really successful upward communication system, an 
organizational atmosphere conducive to such communication 
must ~xist. Employees"must be made to feel that tneir ideas 
are important to management. If they perceive the attitude 
of management as b~ing hostile and aloof, little communi-
cation up the line will take place except for grievances. 
If the organizational atmosphere is adequate, 
as is frequently the case, t~en the attention of management 
can be focused almost exclusively on the manipulation of 
the communication channels themselves. A careful check 
must be kept on the organizational atmosphere of the 
company, however, in order to insure a continued communi-
cation ~low from the worker to management. 
It is by manipulating channels for upward 
communication in an appropriate organizational atmosphere 
tha~ we are able to manipulate a worker's perception of 
the upward communication process. 
It is not suggested that by manipulating a worker's 
perception of the upward communication process we are able 
to determine completely his level of morale. 
~T,hat is proposed, is that management knowledge 
of the relationship beti>J"een a worker's perception of the 
upward communication process and his morale be used as the 
basis for a program of morale manipulation. Such an 
approach is advocated because: ~(.1) A worker's perception 
of the upward communication process significaptly affects 
a wide range of morale variables thereby affording a 
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considerable degree of·comprehenaiveness, and (2) this 
perception can be manipulated by either altering existing 
upward communication channels and/or by adding new ones 
in an appropriate company atmosphere. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MEASUREMENT OF A WORKER'S PERCEPTION 
OF THE U~iARD COMMUNICATION PROCESS 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MEASUREMENT OF A WORKERrs PERCEPTION 
OF THE UPWARD COl~NidATION PROCESS 
Thus ~ar in the thesis the author has attempted 
to show: (1) What we mean by the term, mo~ale; (2) How a 
workerrs perception of the upward communication process 
is related to his morale; and (3) Why this relationship 
is an important one. At this point we are faced with 
the problem 9f measuring the individual worker'~ perception 
of the upward communication process. Granted that a 
workerrs perception of the upward communication process 
is important, how can we ascertain the n~ture of this 
perception? What·does the worker feel his chances are 
of communicating suggestions, requests, and grievances 
to a management official with the authority to really do 
something about them for him? 
In an attempt to answer this question, an 
experimental questionnaire was designed, a discussion of 
which forms the basis for this chapter. The ques~ionnaire 
was developed in connection with a proposed research 
project at the X Company in Boston, Massachusetts. The 
stated purpose of the research project was to determine 
the kind of relationship which exists between an individual 
workerrs morale, and that same workerrs perception of his 
opportunity to communicate with management. Unfortunately 
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for this particular research, the X Company becam~ involved 
in a competit'ive situation '\'Thich forced it to cancel the 
proposed study. As a result of this cancellation, the 
experimen~al questionnaire has not yet been pre-tested 
in an industrial situation. Very limited pre-testing on 
it has been conducted witn Evening Division students at 
the College of Business Administration, Boston University. 
During this limited.appraisal the questionnaire was not 
actually administered, the students examined it only to 
determine whether or not they could understand what ~t 
said. 'After examining it, they preceded to offer suggestions 
as to how it might b~ improved upon. 
The questionnaire is admittedly still in need 
o~ considerable work. It is discussed in this chapter 
because the author feels the idea behind it and the 
approach employed constitute significant contributions 
to future research in the area of industrial morale. Once 
a significant positive relationship between a worker's 
perception of the upward communication process and his 
morale is acknowledged, the measurement of his degree of 
perception becomes of the utmost importance. It is hoped 
that increased interest can be generated concerning the 
questionnaire and that it will eventually be further refined 
and tested in a vari~ty of industrial situations. 
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Included in this chapter along with an analysis 
of the questionnaire is a brief discussion of the X Company, 
as well as a copy of both the proposed research project and 
the subsequent revision of it. This material is included 
in order to give the reader added insight into the 
development of the questionnaire as a measurement device, 
its exact nature, the underlying reasoning behind it, and 
the mariner in which it was to be utilized in ascertaining 
the significance o~ the morale-perception of upward 
communication relationship. The questionnaire itself 
is found in the appendix. 
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THE X COMPANY 
The X Oompany is a large producer of dairy products 
employing approximately six thousand men and women. 11The 
retail sales organization sells a complete line of products 
milk, cream, eggs, cheese, orange juice, and other prouucts 
direct to homes. Stores, restaurants, hotels, schools, 
an~ hospitals are supplied by the \~olesale Milk Division, 
the Foods Division, and the Ice Cream Division. The Dry 
Ydlk Division markets X Company non-rat dry milk in consumer 
packages as well as a variety or milk powders and condensed 
milk products for commercial uses. 
The managerial system of decision-making employed 
at the X Company is referred to as nmultiple management. 11 
The idea of 11mUltiple management" was conceived originally 
by Charl.es l?. McC'ormick, President of McCormick and CompenY 
of Baltimore, Maryland. It is essentially a mana~erial 
philosophy which encourages participation in decision-
making groups at all levels of the organization. T.ne 
Junior Board, Factory Board, Sales Board, and Junior Sales 
Associates were all part and parcel of McCormick's plan. 
A twenty member Junior Board of Directors is in 
operation in the X Company in addition to the Senior Board. 
As in the McCormick Plan, membership or the Junior Board 
is composed primarily of middle management people. It is 
self-perpetuating and entirely advisory in nature. An 
' 
,__ .. 
interesting point concerning this Board is the fact that 
its recommendations must be passed by a unanimous vote. 
This unanimity is made possible through the intensive 
work of sub-committees which iron out most difficulties 
prior to their presentation to the Board. 
The X Company's Jttnior Board typifies the approach 
to decision-making employed at all managerial levels of the 
organization, namely the small group conference. r.t can 
further be looked upon as an outward expression of the 
type of work atmosphere existing within the company. 
Informality is emphasized in worker-forman relationships 
~s well as worker interaction with higher managemente 
This emphasis on informality is well illustrated by the 
X Company's grievance procedure. There is no written 
grievance procedure as such at the X Company although 
employees may present grievances in writing rather than 
orally if they so desire. Oral presentation of grievances 
is encouraged because the X Company management teels that 
a rigid written procedure would run counter to the desired 
informality in management-employee relations. 
Closeiy associated with the informal atmosphere 
of the company is its degree of permissiveness. Commttnication 
from employees to management is encouraged. The media for 
upward communication are numerous. Group meetings with 
foremen and other management officials, a suggestion system, 
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and attitude surveys, are just a few of the devices 
used fo~ such communication. 
The line organization of the X Company is similar 
to that o~ many other companies. As can be seen from the 
following diagrams, the chain of command varies somewhat 
depending upon the nature of the organizational unit. 
TABLE NO. 2 
Chain of Oommand-X Company 
Chain of Command rn 
The Milk Branch 
X Board Member in Charge of l Milk Sales 
X Resional Sales Manager f ( 4) in the Company 
X Branch Sales Manager 
-t 
. . 
X Assistant Branch Sales 
'f Manage'!' 
X Route Supervisor (1 route T .supervisor to 4 Toremen) 
X Foreman (oversees 4 routes) 
t X Individual Employee 
Chain o T Command In The 
Milk or Ice Cream Plant 
X Board Member 
r 
X Regional Plant Manager 
i 
X Plant Superintendant 
t 
X General Foreman or l Assistant Superintendant 
X Department Foreman 
T 
X Working Foreman 
t X Individual Employee 
The ~allowing proposal was presented to the 
X Company in the fall of 1958e 
THE FROPOSED RESEARCE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to throw some light 
on the relationship between the perception of upward 
communication by the worker and the morale o~ this 
same workere 
Suppose an employee wants to bring a grievance 
to the attention of a member of management who has 
the authority to really do something about it for him. 
Does he feel that his grievance will ever get to such 
a person; how does he perceive the process of upward 
communication in the company? The measurement o~ the 
feelings of the workers at the X Company in regard to 
their perception of the upward communication process 
constitutes the major portion of this studye 
The questionnaire which I am including along with 
this report is the method by which we are attempting 
to accurately measure a worker's perception of the 
upward communication process. The form in which you 
see it will be still further modified during the period 
of its pre-testing. One of these changes will be the 
elimination of four of the problem situations thus 
reducing the number of such situations including to 
ten. The four dropped will be those which show up 
most poorly according to our scalogram analysis. In 
its final ~orm, the questionnaire will be constructed 
~or IBM scoring. Pre-testing the questionnaire with 
a small group of workers at the X Company will be the 
next step in making it a meaningful measure. 
In addition to the questionnaire, a standard 
morale measure will be administered to each of the 
group of workers being studied. The correlation 
existing between the score of an individual worker 
on the questionnaire and the score of this same worker 
·on the morale measure vlill then be determined. 
Why is the nature of this relationship between 
the perception of upward communication and morale an 
im~ortant one? What practica~ implications do these 
results have ~or the X Oompan~, and for other companies 
as well~ In order to answer these two questions let 
u~ consider the- following diagram: 
. . 
. . ~ 
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X PRODUCTIVITY ( $) 
t 
X MORALE 
1 X PERCEPTION OF UPWARD COMMUNICATION 
A higher rate of productivity from the workers 
in a food processing plant or any other plant, for 
that matter, is normally reflected in greater profits 
to the company, and it is with the making of a profit 
that a company is primarily concerned. High productivity 
in turn cannot be sustained very long without reasonably 
good morale. You can have good morale and low 
productivity, but it is doubtful whether high produc-
tivity can long exist without good morale. ~herefore, 
if the morale of the workers at the X Company affects 
their productivity, it is important tor you to try to 
determine what makes for good morale. Morale is a 
very broad concept which must be broken down into its 
component parts before it has any meaning for us at 
all. 
It is my personal feeling that a worker's 
perception of the upward communication process in 
his company is an important morale factor. This 
study is an attempt to demonstrate this positive 
relationship. The point being investigated here is 
not whether communication channels from the worker 
upward to management actually exist, but whether or 
not the worker feels they exist. 
OK, so we run this study, and discover that a 
strong positive relationship exists between a worker's 
perception of the upward communication process and 
his morale; why is the existence of such a relationship 
important? 
The answer to that question is a twofold one. 
In the first place you at the X Company Will have made 
a real contribution to research in the area of 
industrial morale. This is a valid contribution 
regardless of the results of the study. Secondly, a 
strong positive relationship between perception of 
upward comm~ication and morale on the part of the 
worker would have profound practical implications 
for your company. Consider again the following diagram: 
X 
.,. 
X 
t 
X 
PRODUCT.IVITY ( $) 
'M:ORALE 
PERCEPTION OF UPWARD COMMUNICATION 
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High productivity, which means greater pro~its 
to your company, cannot long be sustained without 
good employee morale. There~ore, your company is 
~aced with the problem of building and maintaining 
such a high level o~ morale. In order to do this 
really successfully you must first discover what 
~actors comprise morale. 
In this research study we are attempting to do 
just this; discover the relationship which exists 
betw~en a worker's perception of the upward communi-
cation would be the only important factor connected 
11Tith good employee morale. It does mean, however, 
that it ~s one important ~actor in good morale, and 
that the, morale level in your cow.pany-'1tlould pro~it 
from an improvement in your workers' perception of 
the upward communication process. Therefore, the 
practical value of this research study to the X 
Company is considerable. If the relationship between 
perception of upward communication and morale is 
found to be a strong positive one, a new·approach 
to the improvement of employee morale will have been 
uncovered. Increased morale in turn will pay of~ in 
a dollars and cents manner through higher productivity. 
Following is a more complete description of the 
factors involved in this research project. 
I. Pre-Testing 
A. Purpose o~ Pre-Testing 
(1) To test employee understanding of the 
questionnaire. 
(2) To receive suggestions regarding possible 
improvements to the questionnaire. 
(3) To ascertain employee attitudes concerning 
the questionnaire. 
B. Desired Number To Be Pre-Tested 
The desired number to· be pre-tested is 10. 
c. Estimated Time Required For Pre-Testing 
45 minutes to 1 hour per person. Total 
time for pre-testing the 10 employees --
8 to 10 hours. 
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D. Type o~ Person to be Pre-Tested? 
It is desirable to pre-test_employees 
with a wide range of personalities, etc. 
E. Administration of The Pre-Test 
I would personally administer the pre-
test to each o~ the 10 workers; one:at 
a time. 
II. Actual Admini·stration of The Questionnaire and 
Morale Measure 
A. Desired Size o~ The Group to be Administered Wo 
300 employees -- pr~~erably 100 employee£ 
~rom each o~ 3 di~~erent groups. Each 
o~ these groups should be as homogeneous 
as possible. 
B. Time Required to Administer The Questionna:tre 
and Morale Measure 
The amount o~ time required to administer 
the questionnaire would be approximately 
30 minutes. An additional 30 minutes 
would be required to administer the morale 
measure. 
C.. How Would The Questionnaire and Morale Measure 
be Administered? 
I~ the questionnaire were being administered 
to three separate groups o~ 100 workers 
each, it would be most ~easible to test 
100 workers at a time. I would go over 
the instructions with the workers and 
attempt to clear up any misunderstandings 
prior to the actual administration o~ the 
questionnaire and morale measure. The 
anonymous nature of these measures would 
be stressed. My assistants and mysel~ 
would put the questionnaires an~ morale 
measures in a box as they were returned, 
se~l the box, and remove it ~rom the X 
Plant. 
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III. Morale Measure 
A. What It Consists Of 
At this time a decision as to which morale 
measure to use has not been reached. A 
simple, yet reasonably valid measure is 
desired. The major psychological testing 
companies are being contacted in the search 
for a good measure. 
IV. Feedback 
A. Plans Concerning It 
The amount of feedback given to X Company 
employees ~rom the results of this 
research study is entirely up to the 
X Company. The Company l'Till receive a 
complete report and analysis of the 
findings of the study. Emphasis will be 
placed on practical implications. If 
this study should be published in research journals or elsewhere, the name of the 
Company will not be used if such is the 
desire of the X Company. 
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COM1mNTS OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH STUDY 
The X Company was considered to be fertile ground 
for the proposed research study because it was felt that 
the· combination of a multiple management system, an 
informal and reasonably permissive organizational atmosphere, 
and numerous channels for upward communication, vrould 
provide the researchers with a wealth of promising relation-
ships to investigate. In addition to these factors, the 
size of the company and the existence of separate divisions 
within it led the researchers to feel that the opportunity 
to study the desired types of groups was present. 
As already noted in the proposed research study, 
the plans called for a study of three separate groups of 
workers, each group consisting of approximately one hundred 
men. It was considered desirable that each of the three 
groups be as homogeneous as po~sible. The importance of 
studying three distinct employee groups, each as homogeneous 
as possible in its own make-up, rather than any three groups 
selected at random, lay in the increased meaningfulness of 
the results. If a significant positive relationship between 
a worker 1 s perception of the upw·ard communication process 
and his morale was found in each one of three distinct 
groups., it would be more conclusive proof that such a 
relationship actually existed than would be the same findings 
in three work groups which were similar in composition. 
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This ~act is not difficult to understand. 
Discovery of a specific relationship in one type of work 
group is of little significance except as it applies to 
that work group. Unless a significant positive relation-
ship between a worker's perception of the upward communication 
process and morale can be demonstrated in different types 
o~ work groupa, its value as a manipulative factor in 
the determination of morale is extremely limited. For 
this reason, an investigation of this relationship in a 
single work group is grossly inadequate. 
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The ~allowing proposal for revis~on was presented 
to the X Company shortly after the original proposal had 
been made. ~he revision was necessitated because of 
three objections to the original proposal. The objections 
were: (1) Expense, (2) Worker suspicion, and (3) Crystalli-
zation of negative thinking toward the company on the part 
of the employees. 
REVISION OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH STUDY AT THE X COMPANY 
The purpoae of this revision is to overcome three 
objections to the study which were raised during the course 
of the last meetins. The objections were: 
1. The expense of the preparation involved and the 
expense of taking 300 workers off their jobs for 
the required time, \'Tas too great. 
2. The workers would be suspicious of such a survey. 
They Would be afraid that the X Company was trying 
to 11p1.1t the finger on them. t1 
3. Taking such a survey would crystallize negative 
thinking on the part of the employee. After 
checking the VERY UNLIKELY column several times 
in succession, the employee would become more aware 
of his negative feelings toward the company than 
he was before. 
We will consider each of these objections separately, 
proposing revisions which should greatly minimize or eliminate 
them. 
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1. Expense Objectio~: Instead of administering the 
questionnaire ~nd morale measure to 300 employees 
on company time, the survey will be conducted 
through the mail. Dr. Oshry and myself thoroughly 
discussed the possibility of a survey through the 
mail; and concluded that it would be a sound 
approach. With a proper presentation to the 
employees, the rate of return should be reasonably 
high. The amount of time required to answer the 
questio~~are and morale measure is particularly 
/ important when it is being done on his or her 
time. Approximately half an hour should prove 
sufficient. 
2. Worker Suspicion: We feel that suspicion on the · 
part of the employees can be completely eliminated 
by using the mails. The questionnaire ·and morale 
measure will be stapled together, placed in an 
envelope, and sent to the homes of the employees 
involved in the study. Included in the original 
envelope will be a stamped envelope addressed to 
the Department of Human Relations in Industry, 
Boston University. When an employee has completed 
the questionnaire and the morale measure, he will 
place the two forms (which ar$ stapled together) 
i~to the envelope addressed to Boston University, 
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and mail them. He has nothing at all to worry 
about, as there is no way of kno~ing who sent 
in what questionnaire or morale measure. The 
only thing we are interested in is keeping the 
two forms taken by a particular employee, together. 
Included in the letter to the employees 
should be material relating to the purpose of 
the study, w·ho is conducting it, etc. For example, 
we mi~ght start by saying -- the X Company has 
always been interested in improving its management-
employee relations, and this study is another step 
in that direction. Such an approach has positive 
employee appeal. 
The combination of anonymity and a well-
thought-out introductory form should serve to 
eliminate any suspicion on the part of the employees 
that the company is tttrying to put something over 
on them. 11 
3. Negative Cryst~llization: This objection cannot 
be completely overcome as can the preV.ious two, 
but it can be minimized. Crystallization of 
attitudes is inherent in all attitude surveys 
and questionnaires. The S. R. A. Employee Inventory 
was a worse offender in this respect than is the 
questionnaire currently under consideration. 
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This is due to the fact that the S. R. A. Inventory 
consisted of a greater nv~ber of items. A worker 
who says he 1 s dissatisfied with the company 78 
times, is made more aware of this fact than if 
he only says it 14 times. It is to be emphasized 
that we can have positive as well as negative 
crystallization of attitudes. 
~~o techniques will be employed in this questionnare 
to minimize possible negative crystallization. They are: 
1. Altering the order of possible responses. 
2. Changing the form of the ~esponses themselves. 
Maintaining the form of the answers as they 
appear in the questionn~ire, an example of this alteration 
of order would be: 
_LIKELY;_VERY UNLIKELY;_VERY LIKELY;_UNCERTAIN;_UNLIKELY, 
instead of ~he present ordering of: 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY UNLIKELY. 
- - - - -
The alteration of the response order in this manner 
eliminates the possibility of an employee running his eye 
down a straight column of VERY UNLIKELYS, as the order, of 
the responses. is changed from question to question. 
In addition to altering the order of possible 
responses, we can also change the form. For example: 
Your job requires a great deal of concentration, 
and over a pe~iod of time you are developing eye-strain 
due to poor lighting. You believe that proper lighting 
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would, in turn, improve your work e~ficiency. You request 
that new lighting be installed. 
What is the likelihood that this request would 
get to a person with the authority to make a decision 
about whether or not to install n~w lighting? 
You feel the chances are likely that a request ~or 
new lighting would get to such a person. 
The chances are very tmlikely that this request would 
ever get to such a person. 
It is very likely that your request would get to 
someone with the authority to make a decision about 
whether or not to install new lighting. 
You feel uncertain whether or not your request for 
new lighting would get to sucb a person. 
It is unlikely that your request would get to a person 
with the authority to make a decision about whether 
or not to install new lighting. 
Changing the form of the responses in this 
.. ~ "' "1 ... J ... ... .. ... • l'f .. .,. '"' .e .._,.. " • 
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manner.·£urther-minimizes negative crystallization on the 
part of the employee because it forces him to pay more 
attention to each response. No longer can he run his eye 
down a straight column of one or two word responses. 
Negative crystallization, although not completely eliminated, 
is thereby reduced., 
ANALYSIS OF THE Q.UESTIONl\TAIBE.;t-
The first page of the questionnaire represents 
an attempt to gain a gen~ral estimate of the individual 
worker's perception of the up't'Tard communication process. 
He is asked to indicate generally what he feels his chances 
are of communicating a suggestion, request, or grievance , 
to someone in the company management with enough authority 
to really do something about it for him. The worker does 
' 
this by placing a mark at the point on a continuum which 
he feels represents his degree of perception of the upward 
communication process. 
Example 
No difficulty at 
all in communicating 
your suggestions, 
requests, or grievances 
to a person who has the 
authority to really do 
something about them 
for you. 
Because of the 
number of diffi-
culties involved, 
about one-half (50%) 
of your suggestions, 
requests, or griev-
ances never reach a 
person who has the 
authority to really 
do something about 
them for you. 
The difficulties 
are too great to 
communicate any 
o.f your sugges-
tions, requests, 
or grievances to 
a person who has 
the authority to 
really do something 
about them for you. 
In the over-all evaluation of a worker 1 s questionnare, 
the general estimate which he gives of his perception of the 
upward communication process is compared·With the degree of 
perception he expresses,on the questionnaire itself. In 
*The questionnaire itself appears in the Appendix. 
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short, the first page self-estimate is employed as a validity 
check on the rest of the questionnaire. If the discrepancy 
between a worker's self-estimate of his ability to commun~aate 
with management, and his choice of answers on the questionnaire: 
itself is too great, the validity of the instrument is 
seriously in question. 
The fourteen problem situations included in the 
body of the questionnaire l·Tere selected from a group of 
several hundred. They were selected because of the nature 
and scope of the problems involved. It is possible for 
workers in different types of industries to project them-
selve~ into these situations. They were not formulated 
with a specific company in mL~d. The problem situations 
in their original form were devised by a group of thirty-
five students at the College of Business Administration, 
Boston University. The students were asked what problem 
situations they felt would commonly occur in industry 
concerning which the employee involved would want to 
communicate with the company management. Each student 
submitted approximately five such problem situations. 
These, in turn, were c~refully examined by the author, 
who selected fourteen from the number submitted. After 
pre-testing of the questionnaire at the X Company and a 
scalogram analysis of the results, the number of problem 
.... :., .. ~ 
J ' • 
.... 
situations Tvas to be farther reduced to ten. ir 
Each problem situation in the questionnaire is 
followed by five response categories: . VERY LIKELY, LIKELY, 
UNCERTAIN, UNLIKELY, AND VERY UNLIKELY. The decision to 
include five response categories to each situation was 
the result of a desire to obtain as wide a range of 
responses as possible. Such a broad range of responses 
Would facilitate the analysis of results. 
In the revised research proposal submitted to the 
X Company, an attempt was made to overcome its objection 
to the questionnaire on the grounds of negative crystallization. 
Bome comp~ny officials felt that taking such a survey 
would crystallize negative thinking on the part of the 
employee toward the company. After chec~ing the VERY 
UNLIKELY column several times in succession, the employee 
vmuld become more aware of his negative feelings ~oward 
the company than he was before. ~ro techniques were proposed 
to the company for minimizing possible negative crystallization& 
i~Scalogram Analysis is a method for ascertaining whether sets 
of' statements meet the requirements of' the Guttman Scale., 
11 If' a set of statements 'tvith a common content is to constitute 
a Guttman £cale, then an individual with a higher rank or 
score than another indiV.idual on the same set of statements~ 
must also rank just as high or higher on ·every statement in 
the. set as the other individual. 11 Page 172 -- Techniques 
of Attitude Scale Construction& Allen L. Edwards. New 
York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957. For a comprehensive 
t~eatment of Scalogram Analysis refer to Chapter 7; pages 172-
201. . 
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They 1-rere: ( 1) Al te:r-ing the order of possible responses, 
and (2) changing the ~orm of the responses themselves.* 
Although it is true that altering the order of 
possible responses and changing the form of the responses 
' 
themselves Will te~d to minimize negative crystallization 
of employee attitudes, this approach to recording employee 
responses is full of da~ger. Wo~kers are used to checking 
responses to questionnaires which &re pl~ced according to 
ascending or descending degrees of certainty, positive 
feeling, negative feeling, etc. To change this order may 
mean that employees are checking response categories which 
they really don't mean to check at all. They feel 
-intuitively that VERY UNLIKELY should precede UNLIKELY 
rather than LIKELY. If such is not the case, the 
questionnaire is ±naccurately answered. Altering the form 
of the response is also a dangerous practice if an accurate 
picture of employee feelings is desired. Response categories 
that require too great a degree of concentration frequently 
lead to errors in answering. As the l'J'Orker tires, he reads 
less and less carefully in his hurry to get finished. It 
is at this point that overly complex response categories 
cause errors in response selection. 
The risk of negative crystallization is present 
in all attitude surveys and questionnaires as is the 
possibility of positive crystallization. The rea1 value 
oJ~See pages 59, 60. 
of such measurement devices lies in the determination of 
employee feelings, attitudes, etc. If a company is so 
worried about negative crystallization of employee 
attitudes that it neglects to employ those devices which 
will pinpoint the sources of its employee problems, it is 
sadly lacking in wisdom. Knowledge of employee feel~ngs 
and attitudes forms the basis for management action. It 
is only when management has uncovered the sources of its 
problems that it cen take appropriate corrective action. 
CHAPTER V 
MEDIA ~JD METHODOLOGY FOR IMPROVING 
THE U~fARD CO~IDNICATION FLOW 
CHAJ?TER V 
MEDIA AND METHODOLOGY FOR IMPROVING 
THE UPWARD COMMUNICATION FLOW 
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Upon ascertaining that the workers in a company 
perceive the opportunities for upward communication as 
poor, specifically what media and methodology can be 
employed to improve to·.,· improve the level of' such perception? 
Probably the best method of improving a vrorker' s perception 
of his ability to communicate vri th management is to increase 
the opportunity for such communication. This means 
improving both the media and organizational atmosphere 
required for sound upward communication. 
Informal Face-To-Face Communication 
A discussion of principles for good upward 
communication by Planty and Mac.haver of the Johnson and 
Johnson Company is included in the appendix. This material 
deals primarily with oral communication of an informal 
nature; i. e., face to face communication between the 
worker and his boss. This is the kind of communication 
which forms the core of a sound upward communication 
program. 11The framevTOrk of any industrial coromunica tion 
program is in the line organization. Daily personal contact 
between the supervisor and the supervised is the best method 
of exchanging information; all others including the written, 
visual, and oral techniques described in this book, are 
on:Ly supplemental aids in the process. 1121 
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11
.By far the most effective method of tapping the 
ideas of subordinates is sympathetic listening in the 
many day-to-day, informal contacts within the department 
and outside the work place. 1122 
The importance of informal face-to-face contacts 
between employees and management as a media of upward 
communication stems from several factors. In the first 
place, face-to-face communication allows for the asking 
of questions. This is of vital importance to accurate 
communication. \ihen a management official is handed a 
written report, he cannot say to the report, "Report, 
'tihat do you mean by this statement? 11 When speaking 
directly with a worker, however, he is able to do just 
that. 
Face-to-face communication is important in the 
second place because it allows the participants in the 
communication process to observe each others reactions 
to the material being discussed. Facial reactions, 
postural gestures, etc., tell us a great deal about the 
feelings of the individual with whom we are communicating. 
In fact, observing such reactions and gestures may be 
more meaningful to us than the verbal content of the 
communication. 
Thirdly, informal face-to-face communication is 
important because the degree to which it axists is a 
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reflection of the over-all organizational atmosphere of the 
company. If employee-management relations are strained 
and unfriendly, little informal face-to-face communication 
will occur between the line workers and management. The 
management official who believes that 11no ne'\'lS is good 
newsu is treading on dangerous ground. Instead of "good 
ne"VTs, 11 a lack of up't'rard communication may well be a warning 
signal to managemen~ that all is not well. 
Lastly, informal face-to-face communication is 
impo~tant because it can lead to increased worker-management 
understanding and respect. The responsibility in this 
connection is primarily up to management. If a two-way 
communication process is encouraged in the work place 
much can be done to improve employee-management relations. 
The First-Line Supervisor 
The foreman is the key to a sound two-way 
communication proces~ in the line organization. A line 
worker's informal face-to-face contacts are usually with 
this management representative. 11As a ltey member in modern 
scientific management, the foreman 1 s chief task is to 
serve as a·communication center. Ideally he should be 
both a transmitter of information and orders downward, 
and an important receiv~ng station for communication up 
the line. 1123 
11Managements do not fully recognize the unique 
importance of the supervisor in both employee-management 
and intramanagement communication. The first-line 
supervisor is in the best position to pass along information 
and build favorable attitudes among employees. He is also 
the first point of contact whereby management may be 
advised of' the thinking and reactions of the rank and file.n24 
Training of The First-Line Supervisor 
In the light cf' the important role the first 
line supervisor plays in a compan~ communication program, 
the training of foremen in communication skills takes on 
added significance. This is especially true if we consider 
the prerequisites for becoming a foreman in many industrial 
concerns. Two factors, seniority and technical skill, are 
frequently the basis upon which foremen are selected. The 
ability to work well with people, to inspire them to do a 
better job, to understand their attitudes and feeling·s; 
these supervisory traits, because they are more difficult 
to measure, are grossly neglected in the selection of 
foremen. The paradox of this situation lies in the fact 
that these 11human relations skills 11 are more important to 
the over-all success of' the foreman and the company, than 
his teehnical experience will ever be. The foreman interacts 
with many different individuals in the company; i. e., his 
boss, staff specialists, heads of' other departments to which 
his department relates, subordinates, and in a union plant, 
w·i th the shop steward-. 25 
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His position at the hub of the communication 
Wheel along with his profound influence on employee 
morale, makes it imperative that he be able to understand 
what both subordinates and supervisors are saying, and to 
work smoothly and cooperatively with them. 
Thorough grounding in Hhuman relationsu skills 
and sound technical training are both necessary prerequi-
sites to good foremanship. Management cannot af~ord to 
emphasize the latt~r at the expense of the former. 
Additional Upward Communication Media 
Although ~nformal face-to-face contacts between 
workers and management are the basis upon which all upward 
communication systems Ultimately succeed or ~ail, there 
are additional upward communication media Which can be 
successfully employed to increase upward communication if 
they are properly manipulated by management. Employee 
meetingst employee counseling, merit rating reviews, 
con~erence programs, employee interviews, grievance 
procedures, suggestion systems, and attitude surveys, 
illustrate such media of upward communication. A discussion 
of these media follows. 
Small Informal Employee Meetings 
Value 
7l. 
Small informal employee meetings can be a real 
stimulant to upward communication. This is only true, 
however, if management encourages a permissive atmosphere 
in such meetings. Employees must be made to feel that 
they can participate freely in the discussions which 
take place. \that special advantages do small informal 
employee mee~ings possess for facilitating upward 
communication? In the first place, they are management 
initiated. This is important, because management shows 
at the outset that it is interested in discussing some 
matter with t~e employees. If little employee participation 
is permitted, this initial advantage of the informal 
employee meeting is lost, but such is seldom the case. 
The reason for this is simple to understand. If management 
desires only to tel~ the employees about some matter, it 
can do so more cheaply by other means than employee 
meetings. This is true because the meetings are frequently 
held on company time. The public address system, pay 
envelope inserts, etc., would be much less expensive 
means by which. to inform workers of company affairs. 
Meetings with small groups of workers are called then, 
when management desires to listen as well as speak; i. e., 
a two-way communication process is desired. The fact 
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that management initiates this process increases the 
chances that such two-way communication will actually 
take place. 
A second advantage to small informal employee 
meetings as a medium for upward communication is the 
face-to-face contact which they permit. T~e advantages 
accruing to informal face-to-face contact have previously 
been discussed. 
Informal employee meetings encourage an exchange 
of ideas and suggestions not only between employee and 
foreman, but also among the employees themselves. The 
management official or officials present at the meeting 
get an improved picture of worker sentiment when the 
opportun~ty is present for such employee interaction. 
Upward communication between a single worker and manage-
ment may l~ad to many erroneous management impressions. 
The feelings of the worker involved may not be at all 
representative of the larger work force. Small informal 
employee meetings make possible more valid managerial 
observations of employee reaction to the company. 
Valuabre as the small informal group meeting 
is as a medium of upward communication when properly 
manipulated, it can affect the organization adversely if 
poorly employed. It is possible for poorly handled 
employee meetings to undermine the first line supervisor. 
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This possibility raises the important question o~ who 
should represent management in these meetings. Should 
it be the foreman, members o~ the personnel department, 
department heads, or even higher supervisory personnel? 
Role of First-Line Supervisor 
The first line supe~visor should be present at 
all the informal employee meetings held with his immediate 
subordinates. In fact, not only should he be present, 
but also in charge of these meetings. Since the foreman 
is the key link between the workers and management, it 
't'lould be a mistake to give other management officials the 
primary responsibility ~or conducting employee meetings. 
Even if a member of the personnel department, or some 
other management o~ficial is incharge of a particular 
m,eeting, the foreman snould al't'Tays be present. If he is 
not present at these meetings he will begin to feel ill 
informed. The 'tvorkers who report to him 't'lill hear about 
new company policies, rules, regulations, etc., before he 
does. A foreman working under such conditions will become 
more and more insecure in his job. His sense of prestige 
will suffer considerably, and supervisor-employee relations 
are bound to suffer. I~ a foreman needs additional 
training in order to run these informal employee meetings, 
then he should receive such training. In fact, it is 
imperative that he do so. Small informal employee meetings 
7~ 
can be a real lift to better supervisor-employee relations. 
Discussing mutual problems together in an informal atmosphere 
can greatly increase understanding and respect between the 
individuals involved. 
Group meetings of employees must be constantly 
re-examined in order to determine what aspects of the 
procedure can be improved upon. Expenses involved in the 
program must be weighed against results. I~ informal' 
employee meetings are intelligently run, the balance will 
usually shift ln favor of tneir continuance. 
Method of Coping With Grapevine 
~ rather unusual use to which smal~ informal 
employee meetings have been put is that of coping with the 
company grapevine. The grapevine is a system of informal 
communication channels by means of which news concerning 
company programs and policies is spread from worker to 
worker. Frequently the information being passed o~ is 
inaccurate, and represents misinterpretations of the true 
facts. However, the smployees who hear the information 
and relate it to their fellow workers consider it to be 
basically correct. The grapevine is a rapid but frequently 
in~ccurate channel of communication spreading information 
which is normally disruptive to the smooth over-all 
functioning of the organization. It exists in all companies 
to some extent, being unusually active during periods of 
'I 
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organizational change. This is especially tr.ue when 
management fails to adequately inform employees in regard 
to the anticipated changes. Some companies have attempted 
to transform the grapevine into a positive rather than a 
disruptive force within their organizations. With this 
goal in mind, two principal approaches have been tried, 
both of which utilize the small informal group meeting 
as their basic methodology. Although both these approaches 
are geared primarily to the dissemination of correct 
information from management to the worker, they are 
equally relevant from the framework of upward communication 
media for they also serve to fulfill this function. 
The 11Rumor Clinicu 
The first approach to management control of the 
grapevine is the 11rumor clinic." Essentially the "rumor 
clinic" is a small informal employee meeting called for 
the purpose of ascertaining from the 't'TOrl-cers just 't'lhat 
rumqrs they have heard recently. These rumors are 
discussed, and an attempt is made by management r~pre­
sentatives to answer the workers' questions and present 
factual material in regard to the rumors under consideration. 
Peters describes the permanent tlrumor clinic" 
. 
employed by the General Electric Companyrs Erie plant 
as follo't.Ys: 11The weekly plant paper includes a coupon 
on which the employee may report rumors and request 
in~ormation. Incidentally, these coupons serve not only 
to transmit rumors to to~ management, but also as a constant 
reminder to employees that they may obtain the facts on 
practically any question that may arise. When an employee 
signs his coupon or a letter directed to the rumor clinic, 
he receives a direct r~ply. All rumors are discussed in 
meetings and explained in the plant paper. Advertisements 
in local newspapers are used to explain in detail the 
facts behind rnany o~ them .• n26 
The 11rumor cJ..inic 11 is relevant to our consideration 
of up\'Tard communication media in three '\~ays. In the first 
place, it illustrates the use of the small informal employee 
meeting as an upward communication medi~. Secondly, the 
"rumor clinictt idea emphasizes the interrelationship which 
exists betw·een communication up the line to management and 
down the line to the vrorker. The "rumor .clinic 11 when 
operating properly ftlirills both of these functions. 
Las.tly, a consideration of the "rumor clinic 11 emphasizes 
the interrelationship between the different communication 
media. In the case of the permanent 11rumor clinic" of 
the General Electric Company's ~rie plant, newspapers 
and write-in coupons were employed as media of communication 
in addition to the actual "rumor clinic. 11 Each medium of 
communication supplemented the other. 
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Meetings With 11 Informal Leaders" 
Another approach employed by some business 
organizations in the attempt to adequately control the 
grapevine is to conduct meetings with the informal 
leaders in their companies. The informal leaders in a 
company are those individuals to whom the majority of 
workers go for information, advice, help on their jobs, 
etc. Management calls these informal leaders together 
in special meetings and answers any questions they have 
regarding company programs and policies. Any information 
management regards as pertinent is passed on to the 
informal lead~rs. They are told that management is 
interested in having a working force that is accurately 
informed regarding company affairs. This is the job of 
the informal leaders; i. e., to communicate the information 
' 
they receive from ~anagement to the other workers. Through 
its meetings with informal leaders management is attempting 
to use the grapevine to its own advantage; to disseminate 
correct information. 
Criticisms of Method 
There are at least two valid criticisms of this 
method of coping with the grapevine. In the first place, 
how is it possible to determine accurately who the informal 
leaders in an organi~ation are? Secondly, upon ascertaining 
who the informal leaders are, can management be at ail 
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certain that these individuals desire to communicate the 
information given them to the rest of the workers? 
Perhaps the status of the informal leaders is dependent 
upon a misinterpretation of management policye If such 
is the case, a program of meetings with informal leaders 
would be of little value to management. 
Despite such criticism, some companies feel this 
approach is a valid one. The frequency of meetings with 
informal leaders as a method of manipulating the grapevine 
Will in all probability increase in the future. 
Although management meetings with informal leaders 
in the company are geared primarily to the dissemination of 
information, they also serve as a medium for upward 
communication. The informal or 11natural 11 leaders as they 
are sometimes referred to, have the opportunity to 
communicate their thoughts, feelings, and questions to 
management officials during the course of these meetings. 
Management meetings with informal leaders typify the 
interrelatedness of communication up and down the line 
as did the t1rumor clinic." 
Employee Counseling 
The importance of employee counseling as a medium 
of upward communication is limited because of the very 
nature of the concept. Its emphasis is upon information 
giving only as this information aids in the adjustment 
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problems of the counselee. This is true even if we define 
the term counseling so as to include all kinds of advice 
g~ving. Although a great deal of information concerning 
over-all employee attitudes, the inadequacy of a particular 
foreman, etc., may come out in connection with the 
counseling process, it is a controversial issue as to 
what should be done with this information. How great is 
the counselor's responsibility to the company for which 
he works? If an employee counselor Wishes to maintain 
the confidence of the workers, he should be extremely 
careful in regard to what information he does pass on 
to the company management. 
If some information is passed on to the company 
management, the person who reported ft should remain 
anonymous. In situations where the employee counselor 
feels compelled to convey information to management 
because he considers it to be especially important, a 
general treatment of the situation is a sound approach. 
He can inform management of dissatisfaction in particular 
areas of the company, without becoming overly specific. 
Employing this approach, he is maintaining the confidence 
of his clients while at the same time pointing tne company 
management toward general areas of concentration. Because 
of the ethical question involved in the'counselor-
. counselee relationship concerning what information should 
or should not be kept confidential, there is a great deal 
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of variation from company to company in the amount of 
information communicated upward through this medium. At 
best, it is at present only of secondary importance as a 
medium for upward communication. 
In addition to the ethical question, the relatively 
small number of employee counselors in industry at the 
present time is another factor in the secondary importance 
of employee counseling as a channel for upward communication. 
Employee counselors have been looked upon as an unnecessary 
extravagance by many companies. 
In the future, employee counseling shoUld become 
more common in industry. As management officials increasingly 
come to recognize the importance of well-adjusted individuals 
to the efficiency of the industrial organization, a greatr 
emphasis on employee counseling cannot help but materialize• 
~ihether an increase in the amount of counseling done in 
industry will increase its importance as a medium for 
upward communication is a difficult question to answer! 
Because of the ethical issues inherent in the concept, 
however, it will in all likelihood continue to be of secondary 
importance in this respect. 
Employee Interviews 
The employee interview exists in many forms, at 
least one of which should prove useful to management in its 
manipulation of the upward communication process. An 
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interview is an information getting process in which the 
interviewer seeks to obtain specific information from the 
interviev.ree • .ar- Kahn and Cannell define it as a 11 specialized 
pattern of verbal interaction initiated for a specific 
purpose, and focused on some specific content area, with 
consequent elimination of extraneous material. Moreover, 
the intervie1'T is a pattern of interaction in which the 
role relationship of the interviewer and respondent 
(interviewee) is highly specialized, its specific character-
istics depending somewhat on the purpose and character 
of the interview.u27 
Time is an important factor in most interview 
situations; i. e., utime is money in industry .. " This 
fact requires the interviewer to exert some control over 
the content flow of tbe interview. The interviewee must 
be guided away from a lengthy discussion of material 
irrelevant to interview objectives. 
Patterned Interview 
A technique frequently utilized to control 
interview content, is the patterned interview. ~rior 
to the actual interview, the interviewer decides what 
questions he will ask. These questions relate directly 
to the objectives of the interview. If, during the 
course of the interview, the interviewer desires to modify 
his original outline, he i~ of course, free to do so. 
*Interview·ee -- The person being interviei'Ted. 
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The chief advantage of the patterned interview is that it 
outlines for the interviewer the points h~ wishes to cover. 
By so doing, he is less likely to omit important questions 
related to interview objectives. The patterned interview 
is frequently referred to as a directive interview because 
direct questions are asked of the interviewee. 
Nondirective Interview 
The nondirective approach to interviewing has 
become increasingly popular in recent years in counseling 
and ellnical situations. The interviewee is permitted to 
discuss any subject he desires, it being felt that if he 
has a problem on his mind he will nwork into it" as he 
talkso Ideally, not o·nly does he gain insight into his 
own problem by discussing it, but he also gains a valuable 
cathartic release in the process. This means that in 
talking to a sincere, noneva~uative individual in a 
permissive atmosphere; characteristics which should exist 
in a nondirective interview, th~ interviewee gains an 
emotional release of his tensions. We have all had 
this experience at one time or another. If the emphasis 
of the interview is inform~tion getting rather than 
counseling, the nondirective approach loses a great deal 
of its practicality; especially in the industrial setting. 
Here the primary interview objective is to accumulate as 
much relevant information as possible in the shortest 
time. Few companies can afford to have their interviewers 
11 sit arounatt and wait i'or employees to volunteer information 
pertinent to specific intervie't'l objectives. Although it 
is true that considerable information may be amassed by 
, employing the nondirective interviewing technique, many 
companies are convinced that the time factor renders its 
use prohibitive. 
Controlled Nondirective Intervie'\r 
A promising approach to the interview which 
combines features of the nondirective and directive 
techniques is postulated by Kahn and Cannell. They call 
this the "controlled nondirective" approach. In regard 
to it they say, nThe interviewer in the information-
getting situation not only must accept the responsibility 
for being sure that the interview includes the topics 
necessary to his content .obje~tives, but in the interests 
oi' efficiency he must also attempt to limit the extraneous 
topics into which the interview may ramble. It is in this 
sense that the interaction in an information-getting 
interview is controlled, and it is for this reason that we 
have refe~red to our technique as controlled nondirective 
probing. 
Once the topics to be discussed have been specified, 
however, the technique of the information-getting interviewer 
becomes in many ways comparable to that of the client-
centered therapist. Within the topic dictated by a given 
content objective, the information-getting interviewer 
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permits the respondent to communicate material at his o'in 
pace and in his own way. Like the therapist, the interviewer 
is permissive and accepting, regardless of the point o~ 
view or values indicated in the responses.n28 
The interview is a more important medium o~ 
upward communication than is employee counseling chiefly 
because o~ the di~~erence in emphasis o~ the two techniques. 
Employee counseli~g is primarily concerned with the personal 
adjustment o~ the client, whereas the interview as we h~ve 
defined it, emphasizes not so much the interviewee's 
personal adjustment as it does obtaining in~ormation from 
him. 
An analysis of the various approaches to the 
interview process is important because it behooves 
management to employ those techniques which will best 
implement the ~low of communication upward if ~t is 
interested in improving worker perception of the upward 
communication process. The existence of adequate upward 
communication channels is a necessary prerequisite to 
good worker perception of the upward communication process. 
Sound handling of the employee interview in its 
various forms; 1. e., the employment interview, exitv 
intervie~, merit rating interview, informal interview 
between foreman and worker, etc., shoUld prove to be of 
considerable value to management in the manipulation of 
worker perception of the upward communication process. 
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The three approaches to interviewing 't'Thich we 
have discussed; the patterned interview; a form or 
directive interviewing, the nondirective interview, and 
the controlled nondirective interview, can be ~sed in all 
interview situations. However, in each case there is 
usually a particular approach or combination of approaches 
which is most productive of results. If factual material 
such as previous job experience, composition of family 
group, etc., is desired from an interview, then a directive 
interviewing approach in which the interviewer asks the 
interviewee a series of previously formulated questions 
relating to the.desired information is perfectly adequate. 
If, however, the purpose of the interview is to gain insight 
into worker attitudes regarding the company, a less 
directive approach will usually prove more productive of 
results. In the process of talking to a sincere, non-
evaluative individual in a permissive atmosphere, the 
interviewee 1-Till frequently reveal more of his f'eel.ings 
concerning the company than he 1•Tould if asked, 11What do 
you think of your foreman?" or "Do you feel your department 
is mismanaged? 11 
The approach to be utilized in a particular 
interview situation should be determined then, primarily 
by the goal objectives of the interviewer, by the kind of 
information he is desirous of eliciting from the interviewee. 
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This in turn depends upon the nattwe of the interview being 
conducted; i. e., employment interview, exit interview, 
merit rating interview, informal interview between foreman 
and 1·rorker, etc. 
The importance of informal interview·s between 
foremen and ~orkers has already been dealt with at 
considerable length. The nature of these informal eontacts 
determines to a large degree the way in which workers 
perceive the upward communication process. In addition 
to informal foreman-worker interviews two other types of 
interview situations are of special interest as upward 
communication media. These are the merit-rating and exit 
interviei'xs. 
The Merit Rating Interview 
In a meri.t-·rating interviel'T the worker is given 
an opportunity to discuss- his progress in the company with 
a management representative, usually his immediate supervisor. 
Because of the significance most workers attach to the 
attitudes of their immediate supervisor this experience 
can greatly alter a 1·Torker 1 s perception of the up't'lard 
communication process. If a worker feels his supervisor 
is interested in, and will take appropriate action on, 
what he has to say, he will frequently experience the same 
feeling in regard to the company. On the other hand, should 
a worker perceive his immediate supervisor as being 
uninterested in what he has to say, his reaction to 
management in general w·ill most likely reflect these 
same negative feelings. In short, the immediate supervieor 
is looked up·on as lithe representative of management It; i. e., 
his ideas and attitudes are seen as reflecting those of 
higher management. This is the reason merit rating 
interviews drastically affect a ~rorker' s perception of the 
upward communication process. Here is an opportunit~ for 
him to discuss his place in the organization with the 
management representative most important to him. What 
event cou~d be more crucial in determining his feelings 
concerning his ability to communicate suggestions, requests, 
and grievances to management? The merit rating interview 
can serve as a stimulant to, or destroyer of, good worker 
perception of the ~gward communication process. This in 
turn depends upon the Skill with which the technique is 
utilized. 
In this discussion of upward communication media 
employee cou.n.seling 't'Tas considered apart from the other 
kinds o~ employee interviews. This may have been confusing 
to the reader for employee counseling is in reality a 
specialized kind of ~nterview· in which the ~mphasis is 
upon information giving as this information aids in the 
adjustment problems of the counselee. Separate consideration 
was given to employee counseling in order to illustrate 
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as clearly as possible the differences between this kind 
of interview situa~ion and that of the strictly information 
getting interview. In the information getting inte;roview 
emphasis is not placed on the adjustment problems of a 
particular individual but rather on the acquisition of 
. 
information for some other purpose. 
The merit rating interview is a good example of 
an interviewing form in which the interviewer has both 
these purposes in mind. He is primarily interested in 
dealing with the problems of the interviewee, b~t is at 
the same time, interested in securing information from 
this individual 'V-Thich will aid the company in dealing 
wi,th the p;r>oblems of the working force at large. This 
duality of purpose renders the merit rating interview 
especially valuable to management as a medium 9f upward 
communication. 
The Exit Interview 
The exit interview can be of considerable value 
to management as an upward communication medium if skill-
fully handled. It is the last time a worker is interviewed 
by a management representative before leaving the company. 
In this kind of situation the interviewee need have little· 
concern about the effect his opinions, attitudes, etc., 
will have on his position in the company. This opportunity 
of asce~taining where the company has fallen short in its 
relationship with an employee is o~ considerable value to 
management, i., e., "t'lhy has this employee chosen to leave 
tb.e company and "tWrk elsewhere? 
Having considered the decreased need in the 
exit interview for the worker to say that which he feels 
management desires to hear, it is then important to 
determine just how meaningful the responses given really 
are. This depends to some degree on the reasons for 
which the worker is leaving the company. Was he asked 
to leave because of inferior job per~ormance, or did he 
decide to change jobs voluntarily? 
In the latter case, a worker 1 s statements 
concerning the company are probably more meaningful. 
For certain reasons he has decided to change jobs, why? 
Frequently such an employee Will be glad to tell a company 
l"epresentative why he was dissatisfied and enumerate 
possible methods of improvement. In the case of a worker 
who is asked to leave his job, the interviewer is almost 
certain to hear opinions, attitudes, etc., that emphasize 
all out of proportion the negative aspects of the company. 
Although management can learn from individuals who have 
been dismissed from their jobs, the value o~ their remarks 
is usually minimized by the very nature of their leaving 
the company. 
In short, workers who voluntarily terminate. their 
relationship with a company; who have already acquired jobs 
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with other firms, are, generally, most productive of ideas 
and suggestions for improving specific company attitudes 
and over-all organizational atmosphere. These individuals 
are, on the '\·Thole, not as bitter about their experiences 
vrith the company, therefore more objective in their 
appraisals, and in·addition, need not vmrry about "making 
an impression" so as to acquire a good recommendation 1'or 
their next job. They have already been hired elsewhere. 
A periodic re-evaluation of the handling of 
exit interviews in a company is of considerable importance 
to management. ~dequa~e handling of the exit interview 
affords management the opportunity to acquire information 
workers vmuld otherwise nesitate to express. If exit 
interviews are improperly conducted this valuable source 
of upward communication is largely wasted. 
Grievance Procedures 
Employee grievances are almost certain to develop 
out of daily worker-management relationships. A worker's 
perception of his ability to present these grievances 
to management can greatly affect his over-all perception 
of the upward communication process. It is essential 
therefore, that management utilize a sound approach in 
its handling of grievances. 
In unionized companies the grievance procedure 
to be ~ollowed is usually included in the collective 
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bargaining agreement and the union processes the worker's 
grievance for him. Such grievance procedures are of a 
formal nature with step by step machinery being set up 
to handle them. 
In nonunion companies the grievance machinery 
may also be formal in nature, but in the&e companies more 
of the responsibility for processing the grievance is 
born by the individual workero Many small nonunion 
companies believe that a less formal type of grievance 
procedure is preferable. 
Regardless of its structure, there are certain 
principles which must be taken into account if a grievance 
procedure is to function adequately. It is these principles 
in which management should be interested if it desires to 
successfully manipulat~ a worker's perception of the upward 
• communication process as this perception relates to the 
communication of grievances. 
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PRINCIPLES FOR A SOUND GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
I 
l. Attempt to Settle Grievances at the Lowest Possible Level: 
No principle o~ grievance settlement outranks the 
importance of getting complaints settled as pear the 
point of origin as possible. It is in the informal, 
familiar atmosphere of the employee talking to his 
supervisor that the chances for amicable agreement 
are best. Grievances carried beyond the first step 
are to be avoided because: 
1. It becomes more difficult to change attitudes. 
2. Grievances tend to become magnified in order 
to justify their appeal; 
3. Empl.oyee confidence in the procedure itself 
is jeopardized. 11 29 
2. Take prompt action on grievances-- if an employee's 
grievance is not processed in a reasonable length of 
time, his p~rception of his ability to communicate 
grievances is almost certain to be impaired. 
3. Give the employee some help in preparing his grievances. 
He may be unable to write out his grievance adequately, 
or if the grievanc.e is to be presented orally, he may 
lack the rtecessary verbal skills. 
4: Don't have an excessive number of steps in the grievance 
procedure. If the number of steps is excessive, the 
processing of a grievance will require too long a time 
and the worker will become disgusted. One possibility 
is to select specific management people to deal with 
specific types of grievances. This should greatly 
facilitate grievance handling. 
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Suggestion Systems 
11A suggestion system is a formal definite 
procedure established by employers to solicit ideas from 
employees; to provide the machinery to appraise, accept 
or reject; and if accepted, to insure use of the ideas. 
An award for accepted ideas, usually in cash, accompanied 
by public recognition o~ the suggester and his contribution, 
is a basic feature of suggestion plans. Acceptable 
suggestions usually take the form of definite proposals 
to improve methods, procedu~es, machines, or operations; 
or to better safety, working conditions, or customer 
relations. 3D 
11As is true .of the other media fo:r upwa:rd 
communication, the suggestion system can affect worker 
perception of the upw·ard communication process either 
positively or negatively depending upon the manner in 
which it is ope~ated. The suggestion system is much like 
the formal grievance procedure in the respect that it is 
largely mechanical in nature. When a suggestion system 
is properly installed and maintained, the worker should 
at least feel that he can communicate certain kinds of 
ideas and suggestions to management. The suggestion 
' 
.system can become a good upvrara communication channel 
for manipulatins worker perception of the upward communication 
process if management is willing to invest the time and 
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money necessary to run the system ef~ectively. If such 
is not the case, then management rrould 'be better off 
concentrating its efforts on the development of other 
communication channels.u 
Attitude Surveys 
The attitude survey is a measurement device 
u.tilized in the attempt to ascertain hmv the worke:l:"s 
feel·abouu management policies, their immediate supervisor, 
working conditions, etc. Usually a series of questions 
is asked, each qu~stion being followed by several possible 
an~'t'Te.rs. 4fter each question the ivorker checks off the 
answer whioh best describes his feelings concerning that 
question. 
T~e attitude survey can be used to manipulate 
worker perception of the upward communication process 
in two w·ays. A worker's perception of his ability to 
communicate with man~gement may improve when he first 
takes th~ survey. 
about the company. 
Management is asking him for his opinions 
Secondly, after the attitude survey 
has been administered and scored, the results can be fed 
back to the employees at small informal meetings. At this 
time a management representative can go over the results, 
and ask for clarification concerning them. At this point 
the workers have another opportunity to tell management 
how they feel about the company. Like the suggestion 
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system, the attitude survey assures the worker of a hearing 
with top management. He· knows his opinions and ideas are 
not going to be disregarded by someone at the lol'rer 
managerial levels. 
When using the attitude survey, care must be 
taken not to undermine the immediate supervisor. It 
should be emphasized that the results of the attitude 
survey will only be used in a constructive manner, ~or 
improvement purposes, and that criticism will not be 
leveled at anyone because of the findings. 
O~ganizational Atmosphere 
It is to be remembered that an appropriate 
organizational atmosphere must e~ist in an industrial 
organization before upward communication media can be 
successfully instituted. The establishment of this type 
of organizational climate is primarily the responsibility 
of top management. 
ttrf one hopes to gain more than a mere down-
ward flow of inform~tion, his attention needs to be given 
to one other matter; there must be created an atmosphe~e 
in which frank and open comment is encouraged and expected. 
In many ways the permissiveness of the top management 
people sets the example in this regard. If the top man's 
staff meeting is conducted in such a manner that freedom 
or expression is blocked and differences of opinion are 
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not vtelcomed, it is hard to build that spirit down into 
the organization.u31 
McMurry and Shaeffer suggest four ways in which 
a climate favorable to upward communication can be 
created.32 
1. Insure that supervisors are available to.hea~ 
complaints. 
2. Invite employees to bring their problems and 
complaints to their supervisors with the provision 
for them to take their problems to the next level 
if not satisfactorily handled by their immediate 
superior. 
3. Encourage subordinate participation in the so~ution 
of group problems. 
4. Develop employee manuals, and so forth, on a joint 
basis. 
It ia interesting to note that the communication 
channel-organization atmosphere relationship is a two-way 
process. Without a certain permissiveness in the organi~ 
zational atmosphere, it is impossible to establish really 
effective upward communicatiDn channels, but at the same 
t11l\.e, the mere existence of channels for upward communication 
tends to modify the organizational atmosphere. 
If the upward communication channels which are 
~stituted are poorly planned and managed, the organizational 
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atmosphere in which they function will in all probability 
become more negativistic. On the other hand, if management 
introduces sound upward communication channels into the 
industrial organization the very fact that they were 
introduced may well cause the workers to feel an attempt 
is being made to improve existing worker-management relations. 
Because o~ tbe close mutual relationship existing 
between upward communication channels and the organizational 
atmosphere in which these chaxu~els are operated, it is 
essential that both the communication channels and the 
organizational atmosphere be conducive to a free flow 
of communication upward if such a communication flow is 
desired. 
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In this thesis the author has attempted to 
substantiate logically his hypothesis that a significant 
. 
positive relationship exists between worker perception of 
the upward communication process and worker morale and that 
this relationship, because of its very nature, could quite 
profitably be utilized by industrial management as the 
basis for a program of morale manipulation. 
The basic questions dealt with in the thesis 
were: (1) What are the component variables of employee 
morale? (2) How is a worker's perception of the upward 
communicat,ion process related to these morale variables? 
(3) \f"ny would a significant positive relationship between 
a workert s perception of the upward communica·cion process 
in his company and his level of morale be meaningful? 
(4) How can we measure a worker's perception of the upward 
communication process? (5) How may these perceptions be 
altered? 
~ analysis of recent morale studies indicated 
the existence of a common core of morale variables.* These 
variables were:~~* 
1. Recognition of the individual 
2. The need to feel a part of the immec1iate 'tiork group; 
to be identified there,'lith. 
*See pages 13-17. 
*~;.See pages 18-19 for a more detailed description. 
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Satisfaction with the technical competence of the 
immediate supervisor and the interpersonal relation-
ship which exists between supervisor and employee. 
Satisfaction with job. 
Satisfaction with physical environment -- working 
conditions. 
Satisfaction vrith the reward systems of the company. 
Identification with the large organization. 
A feeling of security in the job; job stability. 
A '\'rorker' s perception of the upward communication 
process was defined as referr~gxohis feelings concerning 
whether or not a suggestion, request, or grievance he 
desired to communicate to management would reach its 
intended destination. Our analysis strongly suggested 
that this perception was related to all of the previously 
mentioned morale variables. It is the hypothesis of the 
au~hor that the perception of upward communication-morale 
relationship is an especially meaningful one as regards 
morale manipulation because of the significant positive 
relationship existing between such perception and a wide 
~~- --~, "~' 
range of morale variables, thereby affecting !~~~~~t~~-
-~""''/2 - ~"" ~ 
of all the workers regardless of which varia~@s de~~mift~ 
. .:::~ ~ :; ~ 
~r- ... ~ ~-
their morale. ~'~ ~ : r 
.~~J~· ~ ~ 
The manipulation of worker perceptj:',.5n of~trre , 
, .r"'!;V-:, :;:.E: - -... '-r .. >\.~ 
~/~·~:--- S --:·?r~ .. 
upward communication process would provide mantgem)-~_t.r@.\~;,'' 
~'~ ::'_~ ~ -~~ 
with a more comprehensive approach to morale manipulation 
than would the manipulation of factors related to only a 
narrow range of morale variables. The possibility of 
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fluctuation in the importance of specific morale variables 
for any given worker over a period of time tends to 
emphasize the importance of utilizing a manipulating 
factor.which is comprehensive in nature. The variables 
to· which a worker's morale is currently related, may be 
entirely unrelated to his level of morale six months from 
now. That is why manipulating factors related to a 
narrow range of morale variables are usually short range 
measures eliciting but short-range results. A program of 
morale manipUlation operated on such a basis is extremely 
expensive due to this short-range effectiveness. 
Management manipulation of a worker 1 s perception 
of the upward communication process can be accomplished by 
clearing already existing upward communication channels, 
and/or adding new upward communication channels in a company 
atmosphere conducive to such communications 
Good upward communication rarely exists in an 
atmosphere of labor-management strife. In order to have 
a really successful upward comm~ication system, an 
organizational atmosphere conducive to such communication 
must exist. Employees must be 1nade to feel that their 
ideas are important to management. If they perceive the 
attitude of management as being hostile·and aloof, little 
communication up the line will take place except for 
grievances. 
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If the organizational atmosphere is adequate, 
as is frequently the case, then the attention of management 
can be focused almost exclusively on the manipulation of 
the communication channels themselves. Informal face to 
~ace communication between the worker and management 
forms the oore of a sound upward communication program. 
The importance of such communication stems from several 
factors. ~n the first place, face to face communication 
allows for the asking of questions. Secondly, it allows 
the participants in the communication process to observe 
each others reactions to the material being discussed. 
Thirdly, informal face to ~ace communication is important 
because the degree to which it exists is a reflection of 
the over-all organizational atmosphere o~ the company. 
If employee-management relations are strained and unfriendly, 
little informal race to face communication will occur 
between the line workers and management. Lastly, this 
kind of communication 1s important because it can lead to 
increased worker-management.understanding and respect. 
Although informal face to face contacts between 
workers and managemeht are the basis upon which all upward 
communication systems ultimately succeed or fail, there 
are additional upward commun~cation med~a Which can be 
successfully employed to ~ncrease upward communication 
if they are properly manipuiatecl by, management. Employee 
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me~tings, employee counseling, merit rating reviews, 
conference programs, employee interviews, grievance 
procedures, suggestion systems, and attitude surveys, 
illustrate such media of upward communication. 
' This thesis has dealt with what the author 
feels is a meaningful approach to morale manipulation •. 
The rationale f'or the existence of a significant posit·ive 
relationship between worker perception of the upward 
communication process and a wide range of' morale variables 
seems reasonable. Whether or n()t such a significant 
positive relationship does in rt9ality exist in the 
industrial setting will have to be determined by additional 
research. The author feels such research is warranted 
because this approach to morale manipulation appears to 
be unusua~ly comprehensive in nature. It is his hope 
that the research ~uestionnaire after being fur~her 
re:f'ined and tested. i'fill be utilized in ascertaining the 
exact nature of' the worker percept~on of upward communication-
worker morale relationship. 
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Ir you have a suggestion or request to make; 
or a grievance to get off your chest, how good a chance 
is there that it will get to someone who has the authority 
to really do something about it for you? 
This doesn't mean that this person would have to 
take action on your suggestion, request, or grievance, but 
it does mean that he could take suitable action if he wanted 
to. He would have the authority to accept or reject it, 
and then to take what he thought was the proper action. 
Place a mark on the line below to indicate just 
how difficult or easy you feel it is to get your suggestions, 
requests, or grievances to such a person. You may place 
your mark at any point along the line, using the three 
uprights as guides. 
Example 
No difficulty at all 
in communicating your 
suggestions, requests, 
or grievances to a 
person who has the 
authority to really 
do something about 
them for you. 
Because of the 
number of 
diffic.ul ties 
involved, about 
one-half (50%) of 
your suggestions, 
requests, or 
grievances never 
reach a person who 
has the authority to 
really do something 
about them for you. 
The difficul-
ties are too 
great to 
communicate any 
of your sugges-
tions, requests, 
or grievances to 
a person who has 
the authority to 
.really do something 
about them for you. 
vT.hen you think about how well your suggestions wou~d 
get to someone who had the authority to really do something 
about them, pretend that you don't have a formal suggestion 
system. All suggestions would have to go upward from person 
to person starting with the foreman. 
Place your mark on the line below: 
No difficulty at all 
in communicating your 
suggestions, requests, 
or gri.evanc,es t6 a 
person who has the 
authority to really do 
something about them 
for you. 
Because of the 
number o:f 
difficulties 
involved., about 
one-half (50%) of 
your suggestions, 
requests, or 
grievances never 
reach a person who 
has the authority 
to really do something 
about them for you. 
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The difficul-
ties are too 
great to 
con1municate any 
of you suggestions, 
requests, or 
grievances,to a 
person who has 
the authority to 
really do some-
thing about them 
for you. 
Here are some situations which may or may not 
apply to you. The important thing is to put yourself in 
the place of the person who is involved. 
In each of these situations you want to get your 
suggestion, grievance, or request to a person With the 
authority to really do something about it for you. 
For example, suppose that you have thought of a 
simple way to increase the safety of your job and the jobs 
of others in your department. You speak to your foreman 
about your suggestion. He likes it, but can't really do 
anything about it for you because his boss has to give the 
OK on such matters. He tells his boss about your suggestion 
and his boss approves it. In this case your foreman's boss 
was the first person with enough authority to really do 
anything about your suggestion for you. 
In each of the following situations then, what 
do you feel is the likelihood your suggestion, grievance,· 
or reqtlest would get to a person "VTith the authority to 
really do something about it for you? The question here 
is not whether something will be done about it, but rather 
whether you feel it will get to a person with the authority 
to really do something about it. He may decide to do 
anything. 
Suppose a worker has just been hired in your 
department. You discover that he has been drinking on the job. This annoys you because you have always been proud 
of the type of men '\'Tho vmrk in your department. You report 
this matter. 
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What is the likelihood that this grievance would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it for you? 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY UNLIKELY. 
- - - - -
If you feel that this grievance is almost certain to 
get to a person who has the authority to really do 
something about it for you, check, VERY UNLIKELYe 
If you feel this is more apt to occur than not to 
occur, check LIKELY. 
If you are not at all sure what woUlq happen, check 
UNCERTAIN. 
If you feel this is more apt not to occur than to. 
occur, check UNLIKELY. 
If you 'feel this grievance is almost certain not to 
get to a person with the authority to really do 
something about it for you, check VERY UNLIKELY. 
Remember, you are not being asked whether you feel 
something would be done about your suggestion, grievance, 
or request, but rather, if you feel it would get to a person 
with the authority to really do something about it for you. 
He may decide not to do anything at all. 
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PROBLEM SITUATIONS 
1. There are available parking ~acilit~es in the executive 
parking lot at all times, while there are limited 
facilities in the employees• lot. You feel that part 
of the executives• lot should be opened to the employees. 
You register this grievanee. 
vThat is the likelihood that this grievance would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it ~or you? 
_VERY LIKELY;_LIKELY;_UNCERTAIN;_UNLIKELY;_VERY UNLIKELY. 
2. You are exposed to a number o~ hazards when transporting 
materials through the plant several times a day. Having 
a capable helper would remove much of the danger. It .is a 
well-known ~act in the plant that the number of workers 
has been cut back to a minimum. Xou place a request for 
a helper. 
vfhat is ~he likelihood that this request would get 
to a person with the authority to really do something about 
it for you? 
___ VERY LIKELY;_LII(ELY; ___ UNCERTAIN;~UNLIKELY; ___ VERY :UNL.IKELY. 
3. The job you perform is a ti~ing one. You have been 
thinking about ways in which you could improve upon it. 
As a result of this thinking, you have an idea for an 
inexpensive change in the operation. This change 1-rould 
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make your job a great deal easier~· while prod~tion would 
remain the same. You make the suggestion, but do not 
use the formal suggestion system. 
1r.hat is the likelihood that this suggestion would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it ~or you?. 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY UNLIKELY. 
- - - ----.. -
4. One of your co-t-mrker 1 s behavior is disturbing to you 
and to a number of your fellow workers. To make matters 
worse, the job you are currently doing requires a great 
deal of concentration. Although your work hasn't suffered 
very much yet, you feel that you aren't doing the best 
' 
job you can because of this distracting in~luence. You 
make your feelings known. 
What is the likelihood that this grievance would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it ~or you? 
_VERY LIKELY;_LIKELY;_UNCERTAIN;....._UNLIKELX;_VERY UNLIKELY. 
5. The boss has just finisb.ed telling you 'IThat a good job 
you are doing in his department. He told you that he 
vrill continue to be short of :Qlen for some time to come 
and uoesn't know what he'd do without you. However, 
you feel dissatisfied with the department that you are 
in because there appears to be litt,le chance for advancement. 
You ask ~or an immediate transfer to another department 
in the plant. 
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1that is the likelihood that this request would 
get to. a person with authority to make a decision whether 
to transfer or not to transfer you? 
___ VERY LIKELY; ___ LIKELY; ___ UNCERTAIN; ___ UNLIKELY; ___ VERY UNLIKELY. 
6. You are a nonsmoker, working in an area Which is posted 
~s a no-smoking ar.ea. :Most of your fellow workers 
smoke openly because the no~smoking is not enforced. 
This smoking annoys you very much because it irratates 
your throat. You register this grievance. 
What is the likelihood that this grievance would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it for you? 
_ Vli'..JlY LIKELY; _LIKELY; _UNCERTAIN; _UNLIKELY;_ WRY UNLIKELY. 
7. The plant area in which you work appears crowded and 
cluttered to you. One evening at home you figure out 
a better arrangement of equipment, storage area, etc. 
This plan of' yours will neither increase not decrease 
production, but will make the plant area roomier and 
much less cluttered. You suggest this plan, as it 
will not require a great deal of expense. The formal 
suggestion syst.em is not used. 
\that is the lik~lihood that this suggestion 
wo~ud get to a person with the authority to really do 
something about it for you? 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY UNLIKELY. 
- __,_.. - - -
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8. Your wife is ill. You want to change to the day shift 
f'or a few weeks so you can be of more hel» to her. 
However, you kno"<·r that this is against company policy. 
You request this change. 
vl.hat is the likelihood that this r~quest would 
get to a person with the authority to make a decision 
. 
either for·or against a change of shifts? 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY U~T.LIKELY. 
___,.. -- - - -
9. A group of employees in your department, including yourself, 
think that coffee machines should be installed so a 
worker can have the freedom of taking a break when he 
wishes, as long as he does not tie up another worker. 
Up to now, all have had a coffee break when the canteen 
man came around. The group makes the request for coffee 
machines. 
~That is the likelihood that this request would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it for you? 
_VERY LIKELY;_LIKELY;_UNCERTAIN;_UNLIKELY;_VERY UNLIKELY. 
10. Your job has to be done standing up. Because of this, 
you:·desire a different type of :floor. covering from the 
concrete one on which you are now working. Having to 
stand on cement makes you tired early in the day. In 
turn, you believe this slows down your rate of work. 
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You request that another type of floor covering be 
placed in your work area. 
vlhat ig the likelihood that this request Would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it for you? 
_VERY LIKELY;_LIKELY;_UNCERTAIN;_UNLIKELY;_VERY illJl.IKELY. 
11. You discover that someone has rummaged through your 
loc.ker and stolen a wrist watch vlhich you left in the 
pocket of a pair of pants. The locker had been locked 
when you le~t it. Therefore, you suspect that someone 
hag a key to it. You want a change of locks and an 
investigation of the matter. You make the request. 
What is the likelihood that this grievance would 
get to a person with the authority to really do somethli1g 
about it for you? 
_VERY LIKELY;_LIKELY;_UNCERTAIN;_tm!'"LIKELY;_VERY UNLIKELY. 
12. You no longer want to take your v~cation at the time 
,. 
you originally planned. The reason for this is that 
your sister and her family have just notified you 
that they are coming to visit you for tvm \veeks at 
another.time. As you haven't seen your sister for 
s.everal years, you request a change in the time o·f·· 
your vacation. 
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\ihat is the likelihood that this request would 
get. to a person with the authority to make a decision either 
for or against a change ~ the time o~ your vacation? 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY UNLIKELY. 
- - - - --
13. Your job requires a great deal of concentration, and 
over a period of time you are developing eye-strain 
due to poor lighti11g. You believe that proper lighting 
would, in turn, improve your work e~ficiency. You 
request tnat new lighting be installed. 
What is the likelihood that this request 't'IOUld 
get to a person with the authority to make a decision about 
whether or not to install new lighting? 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY UNLIKELY. 
- - - - -
14. Despi.te sa~ety devices, quite a few accidents have 
occured recently in your department. All the machines 
in the department are basically the same type. You 
have developed a fool-proof safety device which will 
prevent future accidents. The only trouble rtith it is 
that it is an expensive device to produce and install. 
You make the suggestion, but do not use the formal 
suggestion system. 
What is the likelihood that this suggefotion would 
get to a person with the authority to really do something 
about it for you? 
VERY LIKELY; LIKELY; UNCERTAIN; UNLIKELY; VERY UNLIKELY. 
- - - - -
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APPENDIX II 
PRINCIPLES FOR co}mroNIGATION UPVTARD* 
A. Coverage Must be Systematic and Balanced 
1. Some executives feel that upward communication 
can be achieved by open-mi~ded receptivity, with-
out systematic planning. Spontaneous communication, 
hm'Tever, may be neither balanced nor comprehensive. 
A few glaring weaknesses or successes may get all 
the attention. Voluble, aggressive spokesmen ~or 
some departments of the organization may claim 
frequent hearings, while othe~s get none. ~he 
executive who relies upon spontaneous communications 
alone receives neither a true picture of conditions 
nor the information he needs to forestall trouble 
and improve operations. Free communications up 
cannot be left to chance. Superiors must stimulate, 
encourage and find ways to facilitate their ~ov€ment. 
2. A program for communications up must provide for 
continuity._ The flow of information upward cannot 
be turned on and off at the whim or to the advantage 
of either party if it is to be eff~ctive. The boss 
must try to listen on stormy days and with problems 
on his mind just as freely as he does when his 
vmrld runs 1·1e11. The subordinate, too, must 
communicate upvTards when the wheels run smoothly 
as well as when they squeak. 
B. The Flo\llr of Communications Must be Directed 
1. ~rherever possible communications up should move 
step by step upward through the organization. 
Ideally it should not be necessary ~9r the bottom 
' level of employees to communicate directly with 
those who are several levels higher in the organi-
zation. This is not to deny the opportunity for 
anyone at any level to be heard at any other level. 
Although such opportunity should exist, it will be 
seldom used where communications are strong at 
each level. 
2. To be effective, communication must flow upwards 
until it reaches that person who is responsible 
*This material is taken ~rom Planty, Earl G., and Machover, 
1-Tilliam. 1 "Communications in Business and Industry, u Ne'\v 
Brunswick, New Jersey, Johnson and Johnson Co., 1954, pp. 
43-46. 
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for, or who can take action upon, the conditions 
mentioned in the communication. If he can handle 
the problem effectively, there Will be little 
need for detailed communication to go to a higher 
level. · 
c. Listening Must Be Sensitive 
1. It is a well-established principle of social 
science that people in different occupations have 
different positions of responsibility and within 
occupations have different outlooks on ~ife. They 
see and interpret things through different colored 
glasses and rrith different meanings and values. 
It should be expected always that suborddnates, 
particularly those on the first levels of manage-
ment, will not interpret a certain company position 
or·company action in the same way as would the 
managers of the company. We cannot expect employees 
to look upon the importance of efficiency, 
productivity, profit, lower ~axes, and other such 
matters exactly as do we the managers. 'They 
rarely ~ill think exactly as we do, nor. we as 
they do, although through education we can come 
somewhat closer. Therefore, listening to employees, 
trying sincerely to get their interpretations and 
ideas, and acting on the basis of what they think, 
not what '\'Te think, or 'Vthat we w·ish they would 
think, is absolutely essential to realistic 
management. Serious mistakes ~re made when 
management assumes that a certain set of facts 
will or should lead to the same conclusion in the 
employee's mind that it does in the manager's mind. 
2. Frequently in complaints the complainant is not 
aware of, or will not reveal, the true cause of 
his cr~ticism or irritation. It is human nature 
to cover up the real cause of complaints and to 
attach an attitude of resistence to some wholly 
unrelated subject. The superior must strive to 
learn the real cause for brickbats and bouquets. 
Frequently it will be something very different 
from what the employee says or even thinks it is. 
3. Experienced executives know that employees tell 
their boss what they think he wants to hear. 
They know that subordinates, even the most 
candid ones, sift out that Which will hurt his 
feelings or reflect upon his ability. The superior 
4. 
6. 
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must also realize that anything he hears has 
passed through a sieve designed to select that 
material which will gain the communicator's end, 
or i'lin him as much approval as possible. As we 
have seen, subordinates hesitate before they pa.ss 
up unpleasant information. ~hey ask themselves 
whether this information will annoy or offend 
their superiol", whether they w·ill be thought 
disloyal for listening to such criticism, or for 
passing it upward, whether their superior is 
secure enough himself to hear bad ne1-1s. Since 
this is so, the wise executive may have to be 
constantly alert, if not search f'or, criticisms, 
complaints and other evidences of dissatisfaction. 
Subordinates are especially alert to all physica~ 
cues and nonverbal signals. A superior's actions 
such as movements of the head and body, grimaces, 
silences, smiles, and scowls are as important as 
words in encouraging or discouraging free reporting 
upwards. A setting of the jaw, a red~ening of the 
face, or a stiffening of the body are the subtle 
red lights in upi'rard communication that say, 
without a word being spoken, "Stop, this is going 
too far.n 
Upward communication is never highly effective if' 
it appears to be nupward11 communication. The 
concept of the dignity of' man and the concept of 
the worth of employees as persons, having ideas 
in many respects as valuable as their superior's 
demand that we accept ideas from below Without 
condescension. We should be as sensitive to them 
as we would be to the opinions of friends or 
associates. 
' 
There ~re occasions when we must be particularly 
sensitive to what is being communicated upward. 
In an atmosphere of' frequent and unusual changes, 
it is especially important that executives work 
diligently to see that there are open and complete 
channels for communication up. When a new plant 
is being opened, new systems installed, new 
production or sales problems or ne1>1· policies 
established, economic retrenchment underway, or 
new supervisors or executives coming into the 
company, then is the time to tune the communications 
receptors most delicately and listen in most ofteno 
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D. Listening Must Be Objective 
1. If communication up is to be effective, the listener 
must show a constructive, receptive attitude toward 
direct or implied criticism of himself and his 
department, no matter how bad the news or how 
hostile the critic. A superior's willingness 
to listen is revealed by the amount of time he 
gives to hearing subordinates, his ability to put 
them at ease and the absence of tension. 
2. Sometimes we listen freely because it is to our 
advantage to find out employee sentiments and 
feelings. If communications up are to be successful, 
we must listen with equal interest when it is 
obvious that the advantage lies with the subordinate. 
Good upward communication includes those things 
subordinates want us t.o know for their benefit as 
well as those things 1>Ihich 1-re vmnt to know :f.'or 
our own advantage. 
3. We must guard against selecting only those 
communicators we want to hear from. Conscious 
or unconscious favoritism in choosing reporters 
whose ideas and opinions we hold in high regard 
gives us a distorted picture of conditions and 
may discourage other employees from correcting 
that picture. Line men must listen to staff 
assistants, top management to junior executives, 
union ste't'Tards to foremen, and vice versa, with 
the same interest that they woUld listen to their 
colleagues. 
4. It is unwise for executives to state their positions 
or proposa+s first and then ask subordinates to 
suggest contrary or alternate points of view, or 
to comment upon their superior's opinions. Don't 
let your o't'rn position be known if you seek truly 
free opinions. 
5. The person who listens to communications up with 
the certainty that he is right and the subordinate 
is 't'Trong 't'Till accomplish little. Unless the superior 
possesses and reveals an open mind, and a willingness 
to change if shown to be v1rong, he might as well 
not listen.· 
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E. Listening Implies Action 
1. There is a popular ~allacy that if we permit a 
m~n to blmv off steam, his complaint \"lill 
automatically be dissipated. Where adjustments 
in company policy or executive action are necessary, 
listening in the absence of any corrective action 
is not of much help. The superior who feels 
that he can listen long and willingly to justifiable 
complaints and reduce their disturbing effect 
within the complainant, without taking action, 
is fooling himself. Although listening and non-
directive counseling may be valuable in helping 
subordinates to find and solve their own problems, 
they are not to be relied upon completely if the 
main cause of the trouble lies outside the 
individual. 
2. When you are receiving communications up, be sure 
that you do not verbally agree, or appear to the 
listener to do so, but at the same time intend 
to take no action to correct the situation. Your 
words or sympathetic listening may lead him to 
think that you plan to take an action which you 
do not contemplate. When your action does not 
follow, the subordinate is properly resentful. 
If a good idea cannot be put into effect at the 
time, or if a bad situation cannot then be 
improved, tell the individual so and give him 
the reasons. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7· 
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9. 
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